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I N T R O D U C T I O N

A.
1.

The Sakhalin II Phase 2 Project
The Sakhalin Energy Investment Company (SEIC)

has secured government approvals to produce hydro2
carbons from offshore deposits near the north end of
Sakhalin Island for transport, via buried oil and gas
pipelines, approximately 800 kilometers to a terminal
complex at the south end of the island. (Figs. I.1, I.2.)
From there, oil and gas will be exported to interna2
tional markets via tanker. The project is known as
Sakhalin2II Phase 2, denoting the fact that it is the sec2
ond phase of development under the 1994 Sakhalin2
II production sharing agreement (PSA) between the
Russian government and international corporations. The
three companies that own and are executing this proj2
ect – Shell (55%), Mitsui (25%) and Mitsubishi (20%)
– intend to transport 195,000 barrels of oil per day
(bpd) across Sakhalin in 2006 and say they will invest
$10 billion in the entire project before it is complet2
ed.1 Although Phase 2 pipeline construction has
Figure I.1 Sakhalin Area Map

1
For a project overview, see “Sakhalin II Project” at the Sakhalin Energy
Investment Company (SEIC) web site, http://www.sakhalinenergy.com/. SEIC identifies
the three project owners as Shell (Shell Sakhalin Holdings B.V.; 55%), Mitsui (Mitsui
Sakhalin Holdings B.V.; 25%) and Mitsubishi (Diamond Gas Sakhalin B.V.; 20%).

Figure I.2 Sakhalin2II Project
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already begun on Sakhalin, engineering design has yet to be completed. (Figs. I.3, I.4, I.5.) Meanwhile, con2
troversy over various aspects of the project, including the wisdom of burying the pipelines in seismically
active terrain, continues.

Figure I.3 Road Construction,
Big Garomay River, Northern
Sakhalin (November 2003)

Figure I.4 Sokol Staging Yard,
Central Sakhalin
(November 2003)

Figure I.5 Prigorodnoye
Terminal, Southern
Sakhalin (November 2003)

B.
1.

About This Report (January 25, 2004)
This interim report explores SEIC’s approach to the risks associated with the burial of the Sakhalin2

II onshore pipelines.

The information presented here is based on research conducted between October

28, 2003 and January 25, 2004. During this period, under the auspices of the non2governmental organ2
ization Sakhalin Environment Watch, we toured the proposed pipeline route, met with SEIC and govern2
ment officials and reviewed relevant portions of SEIC’s voluminous public submissions. The latter included
information provided in the company’s principal responses to seismic concerns.

To evaluate this infor2

mation, we addressed questions about the project to various parties, consulted with geophysical and geot2
echnical experts and reviewed relevant technical literature. We considered the information and understand2
ings gathered in this process in light of the experience of the Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS), a proj2
ect cited frequently in discussion of the proposed Sakhalin onshore pipelines.
2.

During this process, we followed the general guidelines of the California Geological Survey (CGS), a

public agency with long experience evaluating seismic questions in an earthquake2prone environment.
According to CGS, decisions on developments in seismically active areas typically rest with government
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agencies, whose decision makers must go beyond geologic facts to consider economic impacts and accept2
able levels of risk. In these situations, CGS notes, (a) reports must be adequately documented and care2
fully written to facilitate review; (b) conclusions should be consistent and unbiased; and (c) recommenda2
tions should be clearly separated from conclusions of fact.2 Using these guidelines, CGS maintains, the
general observer should be able to provide clear and constructive evaluation of technical arguments.3
3.

According to SEIC, during the public hearing and consultation process “[d]oubts and fears expressed

most frequently were related to . . . environmental safety, particularly in relation to seismicity.”4 Although
SEIC has acknowledged that information gaps in its environmental impact assessment may need to be
addressed,5 at year2end 2003 there was no indication that SEIC considered earthquake risks or plans for
dealing with them, to require special attention.6
4.

SEIC’s tight planning and construction schedule increases cause for concern in this regard. While

engineering design work for the onshore pipelines is still in process, current design decisions will be guid2
ing construction in the field in the very near future.7 Experience on TAPS indicates that field changes to
construction plans are liable to result in confusion, delays and the necessity to go back and do the same
job over again. Unexpected conditions encountered in the field can be expected to compound this prob2
lem.8 In short, the chaos of large pipeline construction is akin to the fog of war.
5.

To insure that design and construction requirements will result in a safe pipeline, we believe that clear,

comprehensive information on seismic issues must be available in a timely manner. In view of the impor2
tance of these issues, on December 29, 2003 Research Associates presented a series of detailed questions
to SEIC designed to resolve confusion and close what we believe are significant information gaps in SEIC’s
presentations on seismic risks associated with the on2shore pipeline portion of Sakhalin2II Phase 2 project
(Appendix B).9 To the extent that these questions reflect unresolved design engineering issues, failure to
address them carefully and in a timely manner could impair both the efficiency of pipeline construction and,
2
California Geological Survey, Guidelines for Evaluating the Hazard of Surface Fault Rupture (Note 49; 2002) (http://www.consrv.ca.gov/CGS/infor2
mation/publications/cgs_notes/note_49/note_49.pdf).
3
This approach has served Research Associates and this report’s principal researcher well in previous analyses. For example, in September 2001
report on seismic liquefaction on the Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) right2of2way, the author of this report called attention to a document pre2
pared by the Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. (builders and operators of TAPS) that catalogued geotechnical information on the pipeline right2of2way. Over
the decades, that document had fallen into disuse. Subsequent to publication of the author’s report, Alyeska commissioned a technical evaluation of
the pipeline route based on this previously overlooked internal study. (Richard A. Fineberg, “TAPS Seismic Liquefaction Stability Concerns” [Draft
Supplemental Technical Report Submitted with Comments on TAPS Operations at Scoping Meeting for the TAPS Right2of2Way Renewal Application),
Sept. 20, 2001], in: The Emperor’s New Hose: How Big Oil Gets Rich Gambling with Alaska’s Environment [Alaska Forum for Environmental
Responsibility], June 2002, Appendix B [on2line at http://www.alaskaforum.org/]).
4
Sakhalin Energy Investment Company, Technical and Economic Substantiation of Construction (TEO2C), Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA[3]),
July 2002 (Vol. 7, Book 1, Executive Summary), p. v. Public interest in seismic issues is also mentioned in SEIC’s updated Environmental Impact
Assessment: SEIC Phase II Development (EIA[4]), 2003, Vol. 1, p. 4212. SEIC released both EAI(3) and EIA(4) on CD2ROM disks and has published
EIA(4) on the company’s web site (http://www.sakhalinenergy.com/about/abt_eshia_eia.asp).
5
EIA(4), Vol. 1, p. 123.
6
SEIC’s special reports cover such subjects as western gray whales, stream crossing methodology and the oil spill response program; additionally,
SEIC has indicated that it plans to update its EIA catalogue of salmon streams that will be affected by pipeline construction.
7
In late December 2003, SEIC’s web site stated that “[o]nshore pipelines detailed design is currently under way in the Starstroi offices in
Moscow and design subcontractor offices in Samara as part of the onshore pipelines EPC [engineering, procurement and construction] contract.
Separately, most of the aerial survey data has been made available as input to detailed design.” According to the project timeline, “onshore pipelines
construction started in December 2003, “ less than six months after the onshore pipeline contract was signed with the lead execution contracting
company. First oil is expected to flow through the pipeline in April 2006, with first natural gas eight months later. (See Sakhalin2II Phase 2 project
timeline at http://www.sakhalinenergy.com/project/prj_timeline.asp).
8
See Robert Douglas Mead, Journeys Down the Line: Building the Trans2Alaska Pipeline (New York: Doubleday, 1978), pp. 2282229 and 2832284.
9
Richard A. Fineberg (Research Associates), letter to Ms. Rachele Sheard (Head of Issues and Stakeholder Management, SEIC), Dec. 29, 2003.
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later, operational safety. On Jan. 26, 2004, SEIC responded with a four2page letter accompanied by a stack
of documents approximately four inches high (Appendix C).10 Despite its bulk, SEIC’s response to our inquiries
(a) failed to address many of our fundamental questions, (b) deferred transmission of key reports and infor2
mation to a later, unspecified date and (c) advised that seismic issues will be addressed in an addendum
to its 2003 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA[4]), which SEIC plans to release in March 2004.
6.

In the interim, this report has been prepared to assist interested parties in assessing the significance

of the seismic risks to the onshore pipeline portion of the SEIC project and the manner in which SEIC
has addressed the assessment and mitigation of those risks.11 To this end, Research Associates has gath2
ered the best information available on the legal framework (Section II), the current state of the science of
earthquakes (Section III), the seismicity of Sakhalin (Section IV) and that of the pipeline route itself (Section
V), SEIC’s public presentation of the project (Section VI) and lessons to be learned from the TAPS expe2
rience (Section VII), frequently cited for comparison purposes. This report concludes with a general sum2
mary (Section VIII) and, finally, discussion and basic recommendations designed to help resolve unanswered
questions about seismic hazards associated with this project (Section IX). Figures can be found at the back
of the report (or accessed by hyperlinks), followed by appendices that provide support documentation.

II. LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
1.

The federal government of the Russian Federation, which controls three2quarters of the territory of

the Former Soviet Union (and much of its vast resources), is responsible for the enforcement of approxi2
mately 25,000 code provisions, rules and regulations. Adding to the complexity of the developing Russian
federal system, international standards adopted by the national standards organization may have the same
legal power as Russian standards. And, finally, there is also a system of private2sector voluntary standards.12

“Important things to consider” when dealing with Russian standards:
Standards classification systems may not be compatible with worldwide systems and may be found
under categories not normally associated with the document’s subject.
Design and installation requirements may be scattered among many individual, unrelated documents.
Various codes may contain inconsistent or conflicting design criteria.
Directives, resolutions, instructions, notices, and other circulars... are often more important than the
standards themselves.
Irregular revision practices can undermine the integrity of the overall standards system.
10
11
that
12

Julian Barnes (External Affairs Manager, SEIC), letter to Richard A. Fineberg, Jan. 26, 2004, p. 1 (see Appendix C).
The preponderance of this report was completed in draft form prior to receipt of the SEIC’s Jan. 26, 2004 materials; on inspection, we determined
the SEIC response confirmed rather than resolved our chief concerns, and that the draft report did not require substantive revision.
See: SNIP Register, “Russian National Standards System” (http://www.snip.com/).
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Unless covered by international conventions to which Russia is a signatory, foreign standards cannot
be used unless adopted by the appropriate authorities.
From “National Standards: The Russian Way” (http://www.snip.com/)
2.

Under the 1994 Sakhalin2II Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) with the Russian Federation, overall

supervisory responsibility lies with the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade; the Ministry of Natural
Resources addresses licensing and environmental issues; the Ministry of Energy is primarily concerned with
the project’s production volumes, conditions and export schedules;13 establishment and oversight of project
construction standards fall under the jurisdiction of the Russian Federation State Department of Construction.14
3.

In its 2003 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA[4]), SEIC listed 18 environment2related issues cov2

ered in the Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) between SEIC and the Russian Federation (RF). That doc2
ument also described the complex system of laws and regulatory documents governing natural resources
and environmental protection, listing 22 Russian Federation laws, 13 RF regulations and procedures and 9
RF guidance documents, as well as 11 Sakhalin Oblast laws and 10 Sakhalin Oblast decrees and resolu2
tions.15 On the international front, SEIC identified 11 international standards and 33 international conven2
tions that “are potentially applicable to the project” and “are used as benchmarks for international prac2
tice.” SEIC noted that “the status of these conventions within the Russian Federation may not always be
clear... Nevertheless, SEIC intends to comply with the spirit of these agreements.”16 SEIC also declared
its environmental policy of continuously improving its operational performance while protecting the natural
environment. Among the means listed, SEIC said it would seek external certifications for its environmen2
tal programs, prevent pollution and minimize environmental impact by reducing risks “to a level as low as
reasonably practicable” and recognizing the priority of preventing oil and chemical spills.17
4.

The complexity of the legal framework governing the Sakhalin2II project, and the difficulty of discov2

ering and then interpreting the relevant legal provisions, are illustrated by the following:
(a) Under the National Codes and Standards of the Russian Federation, SNiP 2.05.06285* general2
ly determines whether a pipeline is buried or constructed above the ground. According to SNiP
2.05.06285*, pipelines are sited above or below ground using the following general guidelines: (a)
pipelines must be buried;18 (b) above2ground construction is permitted as an exception when a
pipeline encounters (1) desert, (2) mountain, (3) bog, (4) landslide, (5) unstable permafrost and (6)
other natural and artificial obstacles;19 and (c) above2ground construction must be used where a
13 Russian Federation Government Resolution #86, February 2, 2001 (see: http://www.bisnis.doc.gov/bisnis/isa/020131OilGasCertReq.htm, citing U.S.
Foreign Commercial Service, “Basic Certification Approval Procedures and Requirements for Oil and Gas Projects and Equipment in Russia,” January
31, 2002).
14 Interview with Elena D. Nevenchina, Deputy Chief, Division of Geology, hydrocarbon production and environmental protection, Department of Oil
and Gas Complex of Sakhalin Region, November 4, 2003.
15 EIA(4), pp. 224 – 2212.
16 EIA(4), pp. 2214 – 2219.
17 EIA(4), pp. 2219 – 2220.
18 SNiP 2.05.06285*, Sec. 1.1. (National Codes and Standards of the Russian Federation [SNiP]; Moscow, 1997 [in Russian]).
19 SNiP 2.05.06285*, Sec. 7.1.
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pipeline crosses active faults (emphasis added).20
(b) Another government directive states that “[d]esign and analysis of the possibility of construction
in seismic areas shall be based in its entirety on regulations of SNiP II27281* Seismic Building Code,
published in 2000 by Code Development Center of the State Department for Construction of Russian
Federation along with Amendment #5” (emphasis added).21
(c) The project document Design Concepts (DC) of Buildings or Structures in Regions with High
Seismicity in Combination with Other Adverse Loads Sakhalin II asserts that “[t]he provisions of
these DC shall serve for regulatory use for engineering work, including, selection and preparation
of construction sites, architectural and structural design of superstructure and foundation, for build2
ings and structures including oil and gas pipelines, as well as infrastructure of sea terminal under
Sakhalin II Project” (emphasis added).22
(d) From the foregoing, it would appear that SNiPs 2.05.06285* and/or II27281* are the standards
that set seismic design criteria for the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipelines. But another document appar2
ently supercedes them in key respects. The Project Specific Technical Specifications (PSTS) for
Sakhalin II Onshore Pipeline Designs states that “[o]nshore pipelines should be of underground
design,” and that active faults should be avoided or buried using “special protective measures” to
provide for “pipeline free motion and deformation,” as specified in an attachment to the PSTS.23
(e) The PSTS was created from a list of Russian and international standards that includes both SNiP
2.05.06285* and SNiP II27281*. The PSTS reverses some of the requirements of SNiP 2.05.06285*
(most importantly, the provision requiring above2ground crossing of active faults) but incorporates
other parts wholesale and modifies still others.24 Which portions of these diverse standards apply
to the project and the justification for their selection are not always clear.
(f) The descriptions of the legal framework governing the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 project in EIA(3) and
EIA(4)25 do not discuss how conflicts over the application of the various laws, norms, directives and
other government requirements will be resolved.

20 SNiP 2.05.06285*, Sec. 5.37.
21 State Committee of Russian Federation, Residential and Building Politics, “RE: Amendment #5 of SNiP II27281*, ‘Construction in seismic areas’” (in:
SEIC, Design Concepts [DC] of Buildings or Structures in Regions with High Seismicity in Combination with Other Adverse Loads Sakhalin II, [Doc. No.
10002S2902012S21506200201], circa May 2002, Appendix 13 [pp. 92293]).
22 Design Concepts (DC) of Buildings or Structures in Regions with High Seismicity in Combination with Other Adverse Loads Sakhalin II, p. 8.
23 SEIC, Project Specific Technical Specifications (PSTS) for Sakhalin II onshore pipeline designs, May 2002 (Doc. No. 10002#2902012S21501200), pp.
9, 10, 14 and 20 (prepared by OOO “VNIIGAZ,” AO “VNIIST” and “Starstroi;” approved by Gosstroi of Russia and Gosgortekhnadzor of Russia).
24 For example: The PSTS guidelines incorporate SNiP 2.05.06285* requirements for route selection, road and railway crossings, burial depth, dis2
tance from utilities and manufactured fittings; but modify SNiP 2.05.06285* for determining the minimum required distance from settlements and
other sensitive sites and ignore that SNiP’s requirements for fault crossings (PSTS, pp. 13, 14, 15, 16, 25).
25 EIA(3), Ch. 2 and EIA(4), Vol. 1, Ch. 2.
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III. THE SCIENCE OF SEISMICITY,
UNCERTAINTY AND PIPELINE DESIGN
Figure III.1 The Earth’s Tectonic Plates (USGS)

The following observations and information provide
general background on seismic hazards and their
relationship to pipeline routing and design.
1. Ninety percent (90%) of the world’s earthquakes
occur on ten percent (10%) of the earth’s surface.
That portion of the surface where earthquakes are
most likely to occur is in the interface between the
dozen or so large, interlocking plates that form the
earth’s crust.26 (Fig. III.1.)
2.

Earthquakes can cause sudden, large movements of the earth at faults, which are fractures in the

earth’s crust. Earth scientists know the regions of the earth where these events are most liable to occur.
But within those regions, they have no idea exactly where or when the next major earthquake will occur.

“Our current knowledge of fault zone processes is so poor that not only are we unable to make reliable short-term earthquake predictions, we don’t know whether such predictions are even possible.”
Professor Mark Zoback, Stanford University (BBC News, “Project to drill into Earth fault,” Dec. 5, 2002

[http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/3293947.stm]
3.

“[T]he investigation of sites for possible hazard of surface fault rupture is a deceptively difficult geo2

logic task. . . . the evidence for identifying active fault traces is generally subtle or obscure and the dis2
tinction between recent active and long2inactive faults may be difficult to make.”27
4.

Large earthquakes can and do occur on faults classified inactive. For example in October 1999, a

major earthquake at Hector in California’s Mojave Desert created a 402meter2long surface rupture with as
much as five meters of slip on a fault that had not broken in at least 5,000 years and was classified by
expert observers as inactive.28
5.

The San Andreas Fault in the western United States (perhaps the most studied fault in the world)

demonstrates the uncertainty of earthquake recurrence. The San Francisco earthquake of 1906 culminat2
ed 70 years of major earthquakes on the fault, but it remained relatively quiet thereafter for another
73 years. More recently, several major earthquakes have occurred in the San Francisco area.29
26 The Earth’s rigid outer shell, or lithosphere, is broken into a mosaic of oceanic and continental plates which can slide over the ppermost layer
of the Earth’s mantle. The plates are in constant motion. Where they interact, along their margins, important and sometimes violent geological
processes, such as the formation of mountain belts, earthquakes, and volcanoes, take place. See: U.S. Geological Survey, “Earthquakes and Plate
Tectonics” (http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/plate_tectonics/rift_man.html).
27 California Geological Survey, Guidelines for Evaluating the Hazard of Surface Fault Rupture.
28 “Hector Mine, 1999,” at http://www.goldenstatemuseum.org/gehector.htm and seminar materials of Dr. Thomas Rockwell, Department of
Geological Sciences, San Diego State University (http://www.geology.sdsu.edu/activities/seminar/fall99/rockwell/text.html).
29 Louis Pakiser and Kaye M. Shedlock, “Can We Predict Earthquakes?” http://mceer.buffalo.edu/infoService/faqs/predict.asp (adapted from U.S.
Geological Survey sources).
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6.

The temporal clustering of earthquakes suggests that in many places, the assumption of random occur2

rence through time may not be valid. One reason for the difficulty establishing earthquake timing is that the
release of strain along one part of a fault system may actually increase the strain on another part.30
7.

The estimated return period for an earthquake (sometimes expressed in terms of intervals ranging

from 50 to 10,000 years) is a mathematical expression of probability. Experts caution that estimates of
earthquake recurrence can be misleading because earthquakes do not occur on a regular cycle.31 This
warning bears remembering when assessing risk analysis methodology: Before the Exxon Valdez oil spill,
industry engineers estimated that a tanker sailing from the port of Valdez, Alaska could be expected to
have a major oil spill only once every 241 years.32 This probability provided little comfort when the tanker
ran aground in March 1989, before the end of the twelfth year of operations from Valdez.
8.

One difficulty predicting earthquakes is that the processes within the Earth, where earthquakes orig2

inate, are not visible from the surface of the earth.

“To really understand earthquakes, we need to see up close the processes that cannot be observed from
the Earth’s surface.” • Bill Ellsworth, USGS (BBC News, “Project to drill into Earth fault,” Dec. 5, 2002
[http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/3293947.stm]

9.

A second major problem predicting seismic effects is that surface disturbances resulting from earth2

quakes are liable to occur unexpectedly and at points distant from the locus of the earthquake’s origin.

The largest inland earthquake on North America in almost 150 years occurred
on Alaska’s Denali Fault, approximately 100 kilometers west of the TAPS, on
Nov. 3, 2003. The earthquake was 4.2 kilometers below the surface of the
earth. In this reporting of preliminary data, note that surface movement at
the fault increases as one moves away from the earthquake epicenter:
Total length of fault rupture:
Horizontal movement near epicenter (on previously unrecognized fault):

320 km
< 1.5 meters (5 feet)

Large landslides (approximately 80 km east of epicenter

—

Horizontal movement of highway near TAPS (approx. 100 km east of epicenter): 2.5 meters (8 feet)
Horizontal offset of highway 100 km east of TAPS (approx. 200 km east of epicenter):
6.9 meters (22 feet)
Sources: Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Services, “Denali Fault Earthquake, M7.9, November 3, 2002”
(http://wwwdggs.dnr.state.ak.us/earthquake.html) and Alaska Earthquake Information Center, “M 7.9 Denali fault earthquake
of November 3, 2002 ”(http://www.aeic.alaska.edu/M7.9_quake_2002/M7.9_quake.html)
30 “Can We Predict Earthquakes?”
31 Paul C. Thenhaus and Kenneth W. Campbell, “Seismic Hazard Analysis,” in Wai2Fah Chen and Charles Scawthorn (eds.), Earthquake Engineering
Handbook (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2003), p. 8244.
32 As part of an effort to convince the State of Alaska to relax statutory requirements to prepare for a large spill, in the late 1980’s the TAPS
owners commissioned Woodward2Clyde to assess probability of a major spill; the report estimated that a catastrophic oil spill could be expected
“once every 241 years.” (Course syllabus of Professor Van Noy, Radford University; http://www.radford.edu/~rvannoy/rvn/307/assignment2.htm. See
also: Wall Street Journal, July 27, 1989.)
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There are two common ways to measure earthquake severity: (a) Magnitude indicates the energy

released within the earth where the rupture initiated and (b) intensity represents the effects of an earth2
quake at the surface:

Magnitude is measured on the Richter scale (a logarithmic scale, on which a magnitude 8.0 earthquake is 30 times more powerful than a 7.0).
Intensity is typically rated by observed effects on a linear scale with 12 levels.
Project seismic requirements are stated in terms of the MSK intensity scale, which is a 122point rating
sysem quite similar to the Modified Mercalli Index (MMI) typically used in the United States.33
11. “When strained in tension, corrosion2free steel pipe with arc2welded butt joints is very ductile and
capable of mobilizing large strains, associated with significant tensile2yielding, before rupture.” However, seis2
mic events may damage buried pipelines in a variety of ways that include strong ground motion at the
time of the earthquake or permanent ground deformation (PGD) due to changes in the earth’s crust caused
by seismic liquefaction and landslides.34

33
34

SEIC, Design Concepts [DC] of Buildings or Structures in Regions with High Seismicity in Combination with Other Adverse Loads Sakhalin II, p.29.
Michael J. O’Rourke, “Buried Pipelines,” in Earthquake Engineering Handbook, pp. 2321, 2326, 23214 and 23215.

III. The Science of Seismicity,
Uncertainty and Pipeline Design
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“[B]uried pipelines . . . generally cover large areas and are subject to a variety of geotectonic
hazards. They can be damaged either by permanent movements of ground or by transient seismic wave propagation. Permanent ground movements include surface faulting, lateral spreading due to liquefaction, and landsliding. The hazard is usually limited to small regions within the
pipeline network, however the potential for damage is very high.”
M.J. O’Rourke and X. Liu, Response of Buried Pipelines Subject to Earthquake Effects, Multidisciplinary
Center for Earthquake Engineering Research, 1999, preface [http://mceer.buffalo.edu/publications/monographs/buriedlines.asp]

12.

The principal methods of avoiding exposing pipelines to potentially damaging ground movement are

re2routing and vertical isolation.

“When . . . alternate locations are unavailable, impractical, or cost prohibitive, isolation techniques can be used to mitigate against seismic damage to pipelines. In this case, the pipeline
traverses the hazardous area but is isolated from the effects of large ground movement by
realignment in the vertical direction. A classic example is the placement of the trans-Alaskan
pipeline on above-ground, “goal post”- type supports at fault crossing locations. That is, for
strike-slip faults there is enough “rattle-space” between the uprights such that the potential
fault movement can be accommodated without overstressing the pipe. This method can be
used for most types of PGD hazards; however, proper implementation often requires a low-friction sliding surface between the pipes and its horizontal supporting member.
“For certain PGD hazards, the same objectives can be obtained by directional drilling technology... However, this technique cannot be used effectively at faults, since it is not possible to
place the pipe “below” the fault.”
M.J. O’Rourke, “Buried Pipelines,” in Earthquake Engineering Handbook, p. 23-33.
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IV. THE SEISMICITY OF SAKHALIN
1.

Sakhalin is on the boundary of the Eurasian and North American plates.35 (Figs. I.1, III.1.)

2.

Sakhalin is generally regarded as a region of high seismicity or “high earthquake hazard,”36 where

active movements of the earth’s crust are prominent.37 According to EIA(4), “[s]eismic activity is a poten2
tial problem throughout Sakhalin.”38
3.

More than 2,000 people died when 17 residential buildings collapsed during a major earthquake that

struck Neftegorsk, in northern Sakhalin, on May 27, 1995.39
4.

The Neftegorsk earthquake struck in a zone “considered to be inactive,” causing a rupture 46 kilo2

meters long with an average slip value of 3.9 meters.40 Prior to the quake, the area was rated with an
expected intensity of 7 on the MSK scale; the actual event was rated between 9 and 10.41
5.

After the Neftegorsk earthquake, the seismic intensity ratings for much of the pipeline route were

increased, requiring the pipeline and buildings to be constructed to withstand earthquakes of greater severity.42
6.

Research subsequent to the Neftegorsk earthquake has identified new faults on Sakhalin and new

research tasks.43
7.

In recent years, the island of Sakhalin has experienced several significant seismic events.

Examples of recent earthquakes on Sakhalin include the following:
On August 5, 2000, a quake registering 6.0 on the Richter scale triggered mudslides, damaged a small
power station and caused many residents to seek shelter in nearby hills.a
One year later, another “magnitude six” earthquake was reported in the Dolinsky region of Sakhalin,
again with no casualties reported.b
Smaller quakes were also were reported during the first week of August 2002.c
On Sept. 26, 2003, the U.S. Geological Survey issued a preliminary report of an earthquake that registered 5.2 on the Richter scale southeast of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.d
a – BBC, “Earthquake strikes Sakhalin,” Aug. 5, 2000. [http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/867396.stm]
b – English Pravda, August 6, 2001 [http://english.pravda.ru/region/2001/08/09/12127.html]
c – Pravda On2line, “Earthquakes on Sakhalin and Kuril Islands; no damage and victims,” Aug. 5, 2002 [at
http://english.pravda.ru/region/2002/08/05/33821.html]
d – Accessed on National Earthquake Information Center web site, Oct. 20, 2003. [http://neic.usgs.gov/]
35 U.S. Geological Survey, “Earthquakes and Plate Tectonics” (http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/plate_tectonics/rift_man.html).
36 According to SEIC documents, the entire pipeline route lies in areas capable of generating earthquakes with intensity ratings between 8 and 10
(SEIC, Design Concepts [DC] of Buildings or Structures in Regions with High Seismicity in Combination with Other Adverse Loads Sakhalin II, pp. 8, 29).
37 Jan Kameda, et al., “Geology of Northern Sakhalin, Russia and its Relation to the Relative Convergence between the Eurasia and North American
Plates,” Journal of Geography, Vol. 109, No. 2 (2000] pp. 2352236.
38 EIA(4), Vol. 1, p. 5223.
39 Vitaly Khalturin and Brian Tucker, “Lessons from Armenia and Sakhalin for Central Asia,” IRIS Newsletter, 16(1): 1997
(http://www.iris.iris.edu/newsletter/spring97.news/almaty.html).
40 S. Arefiev, et al., “The Neftegorsk (Sakhalin Island) 1995 earthquake: a rare interplate event,” Geophysical Journal International, Vol. 143, No. 3, p. 595.
41 “Lessons from Armenia and Sakhalin for Central Asia.”
42 In its 2003 Environmental Impact Assessment, SEIC reports that “the seismicity rating of much of the route has been raised from the occur2
rence of one magnitude 6 to 7 event every one thousand years to one magnitude 8 to 9 event every one thousand years” (EIA[4]), Vol. 4, p. 1225).
43 Several of the articles in a Journal of Geography compendium on Sakhalin seismicity (Vol. 109, No. 2 [2000]) suggested the need for further
research on Sakhalin. See, for example, Jan Kameda, et al., “Geology of Northern Sakhalin, Russia and its Relation to the Relative Convergence
between the Eurasia and North American Plates,” p. 236 (“The dextral extrusion boundary in northern Sakhalin may be traced along the eastern
coast of Sakhalin to the northern edge of the Kuril Basin, where active seismicity has been observed although a detailed study of focal mechanisms
and other tectonic aspects is needed in the future.”).
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V. SEISMICITY AND THE SAKHALINII
PHASE 2 ROUTE
1.

The SEIC on2shore pipeline route crosses faults SEIC has classified “active” at 22 locations. SEIC defines

active faults as “those which have displaced the surface of the ground within the last 10,000 years.”44
2.

According to SEIC’s EIA(4) five of the active fault crossings are in the Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk region,

where “steps must be taken to further reduce the risks to people within this area of the pipeline. This
is to be carried out at the next stage of engineering design.”45
3.

SEIC’s 2002 Map of Geotechnical Zoning, Including an Assessment of Geological and Geotechnical

Hazards (Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards) identifies at least 33 additional fault crossings on the
SEIC pipeline route. We presume that SEIC considers these additional faults to be inactive.46
4.

Based on our calculations from SEIC’s Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards, approximately one

quarter of the 8082kilometer pipeline lies within territory where the earthquake potential is rated at 9 or
higher on the MSK scale.47
5.

In addition to the direct earthquake effects, the pipeline route passes through areas subject to sud2

den, large movements of the earth that could be triggered by an earthquake; these phenomena include
landslides, mudslides and avalanches.48
6.

In discussing project alternatives, EIA(4) does not mention whether SEIC considered elevating all or

portions of the on2shore pipelines above the ground.49
7.

According to SEIC, the project design premise addresses “the major seismic hazards that can affect

pipelines including fault movement, liquefaction, landslides, seismic wave propagation and ground shaking.”
The basis of that design is that a buried pipeline can be engineered and constructed “to accept com2
paratively large strains” resulting from seismic phenomena without rupturing.50

VI. SEIC PUBLIC INFORMATION ON
SEISMIC HAZARDS AND THEIR MITIGATION
1.

Since 2002, SEIC has released two environmental impact assessment (EIA) reports for Phase 2 of the

Sakhalin2II project. The first was prepared as part of SEIC’s formal submission to the government of the
Russian Federation as part of its Technical and Economic Substantiation of the project (TEO2C). According
44 Julian Barnes (External Affairs Manager, SEIC), letter to Richard A. Fineberg, Dec. 10, 2003, pp. 223 (see Appendix A). pp.
45 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 2225.
46 SEIC, Map of Geotechnical Zoning, Including An Assessment of Geological and Geotechnical Hazards (Environmental Centre IFPA, Moscow, 2002).
On this 852sheet map of the pipeline route the faults identified by SEIC as active are shown in red; the 33 additional fault markings are in blue.
See discussion of active and inactive faults in Section III., above. The blue (inactive) fault crossings, with their approximately location by SEIC kilometer
post (“KP”) and map sheet number are shown in Appendix D.
47 Estimated from Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards (see Section VI.6[a], Figs. VI.3, VI.4, VI.5, VI.6 and Appendix D, below).
48 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 1226 (Fig. VI.1).
49 See: EIA(4), Vol. 1, Ch. 5 (discussion of project alternatives).
50 Barnes letter to Fineberg, Dec. 10, 2003, pp. 124.
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to SEIC, the TEO2C EIA (EIA[3]) was the company’s third project environmental impact assessment and
“acts as a kind of summary EIA for the complete set of facility specific Environmental Protection Books
(EPBs) submitted as part of the TEO2C.” Early in 2003, SEIC published EIA(4). SEIC described that seven2
volume document as “the only EIA that has been carried out to international best practices standards.”51
2.

EIA(4) acknowledged “gaps in information, which, if crucial to the adequate assessment of aspects of the

project, will need to be filled.”52 However, EIA(4) did not recognize the existence of shortcomings in its seis2
mic analysis; except for the unidentified “steps [that] must be taken” to increase seismic hazard mitigation
in the Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk area (Sec. V.2, above), EIA(4) did not identify gaps in the company’s analysis or pre2
sentations of seismic hazards to the onshore pipelines, or risk mitigation plans to address those hazards.
3.

According to SEIC, doubts about the safety measures the company will implement with regard to earth2

quake danger were one of the most frequently raised concerns during the public hearing and consultation
process for the Sakhalin2II project.53 Nevertheless, in contrast to other issues of public concern that have
led SEIC to produce special reports,54 SEIC has not provided the general public with a comprehensive pres2
entation of the seismic issues faced by the onshore pipeline plans, or by the project as a whole.
4.

Both EIA documents lack important information relevant to the assessment of seismic hazards and

SEIC’s plans for dealing with those hazards. Examples of missing information include the following:
(a) The English2language version of both EIA documents published by SEIC contain maps purporting
to showing the pipeline route in relation to the seismicity rating and fault crossings but neither map
contains the promised information. In EIA(3), Figure 1229 is captioned “Seismic Zoning and Fault
Crossings Along the Pipeline Route.”55 (Fig. VI.2.) However, the figure does not show the pipeline route,
faults or fault crossings. That information does appear in the Russian2language version of the EIA(3)
map. (Fig. VI.3.) In EIA(4), SEIC states that “[t]here are 24 locations where the pipeline crosses seis2
mic faults, as shown in Table 1.2. These are also shown in Figure 1.10 along with the seismic zones
of Sakhalin Island.” While Table 1.2 of EIA(4) does include a list of 24 fault crossings by kilometer
post,56 Figure 1–10 of the EIA shows neither fault crossings nor seismic zones.57 (Fig. VI.1.)
(b) In the concluding chapter of EIA(3), SEIC identifies “[s]eismic events – earthquakes” and “[l]and2
slides and earth movements” on a short list of key environmental hazards.58 But the conclusion con2
tains no further discussion of seismic hazards or the manner in which SEIC proposes to mitigate them.
(c) In its lengthy listing of laws and regulations related to the design and environmental management
of the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 project, EIA(4) makes no reference to the section of the National Codes
and Standards of the Russian Federation governing pipeline construction in general (SNiP 2.05.062
51 EIA(4), Vol. 1, pp. 123 and 129. SEIC released both EIA(3) and EIA(4) on CD2ROM disks and published EIA(4) on the company’s web site.
52 EIA(4), Vol. 1, pp. 123, 129. In EIA(4), SEIC noted that “[t]he relevance of potential data gaps and its effect on the impact assessment are clear2
ly stated and the ways forward will be defined as part of environmental management actions to be taken by SEIC.”
53 EIA(4), Vol.1, p. 4212. Similar statements can be found in EIA(3), at Exec. Summary, p. v and Ch. 7, pp. 7217 and 7223.
54 SEIC has issued focused information in the form of special reports on various subjects of public concern, including western gray whales, stream
crossing methodology and the oil spill response program. Additionally, SEIC plans to update to its EIA catalogue of salmon streams that will be
affected by pipeline construction.
55 EIA(3), Figure 1229 (“Seismic Zoning and Fault Crossings Along the Pipeline Route”).
56 EIA(4), Vol. 4, pp. 1216 21219. (For reasons that will be discussed in Paragraph VI.5.C., below, the fault information in SEIC’s table is difficult to decipher.)
57 EIA(4), Vol. 4, pp. 1225 and 1226.
58 EIA(3), Chapter 9, p. 921 (Table 921).
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85*) or the PSTS that apparently supercedes it.59
(d) EIA(4) contains a 142page list of approximately 200 “baseline surveys” completed between 1992 and
2002, including approximately 30 reports on geologic issues. This list does not include the 2002 Map of
Figure VI.1 Map of Geological Hazards (EIA[4], Vol. 4, Figure 1.10)

59

For description of these regulations see Sections II.3, II.4. and II.5.
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Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards for the pipeline route discussed in Sections V.3 above and VI.6 below.60
(e) Discussions of project alternatives in EIA(3) and EIA(4) do not mention the possibility of siting the
on2shore pipelines above ground.61
Figure VI.2 Seismic Zoning and Fault
Crossings (SEIC, EIA[3], Figure 1229,
English)

60
61

EIA(4), Vol. 1, Appendix A. (These references do include at least three geological studies conducted in 1998 [pp. A23 – A24]).
EIA(3), Chapter 4, pp. 421 – 429. ; EIA(4), Vol. 4, pp. 521 – 5232.
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(f) In response to a request for “site2specific risk analyses performed to assess the possible effects of
earthquakes on onshore facilities, including the planned oil and gas pipelines,” SEIC referred Research
Associates to tables that “capture the significant risk features along the pipeline route including where

Figure VI.3 Seismic Zoning and Fault
Crossings (SEIC, EIA[3], Figure 1229,
Russian)
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the pipeline crosses active faults.”62 The referenced tables appear to present only a summary or com2
posite of all risks, including non2seismic hazards.63 Without the inputs on seismic risks and the method2
ology SEIC used to estimate those risks, we were unable to determine how SEIC has evaluated seismic
risks, or how SEIC believes those risks will interact with other geologic or non2geologic risks or how the
outcomes might affect the safety of the pipelines. In response to our follow2up request for information
on seismic risks, SEIC responded that “[t]he design is based on no rupture for the specified loads.”64
(g) The SEIC EIA documents provide no empirical evidence, theoretical calculations, quantitative analy2
sis or discussion to support the presumption that a buried pipeline will provide a measure of safety
from rupture appropriate to the geotechnical risks along the pipeline route.
5. The information that SEIC does provide on seismic issues in its various formal submissions is often
scattered and difficult to find; once found, information is often presented in a manner that is needless2
ly confusing. For example:
(a) Scattered information: In EIA(4), the geology of Sakhalin and the pipeline route is discussed in
Volume 4, Chapter 1 (“Existing Environment”); however, important information on the seismic condi2
tions on the pipeline route is also found in Chapter 2 (“Project Description”).65
(b) Information that is difficult to find: (1) In the TEO2C a summary presentation of seismic conditions
along the entire pipeline route is found under a heading for Booster Station #2, a single facility on
the pipeline route (see Section VI.4[f]).66
(c) Information that is needlessly confusing: In EIA(4), the table that shows the location of pipeline
fault crossings divides the pipeline into nine pipeline segments. The segments are not numbered in
sequence from one end of the pipeline to the other; as a result, fault crossings are listed in seem2
ingly haphazard order that is difficult to relate to the physical locations.67 Compounding this problem,
faults are identified by kilometers post (KP) that are difficult to locate for two reasons. First, SEIC’s
KP numbering does not begin exactly at KP zero; secondly, as the pipeline travels south, KP num2
bers start over twice from points that are not clearly identified.68
6.

Comparisons between the various, scattered materials on seismic hazards in the voluminous public

record presented by SEIC to date reveal significant apparent discrepancies. Consider the following:
(a) In the TEO2C depiction of the zones of earthquake intensity, we estimate approximately 126 kilo2
meters (15.6%) of the pipeline route is located in areas with a seismic intensity rating of 9.69
However, our review of SEIC’s Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards (also submitted in 2002 with
the TEO2C), indicates that approximately 234 kilometers (29.0%) of the pipeline route lies within areas
with a seismic intensity rating equal to or greater than 9. There are two principal reasons for this
62 Barnes letter to Fineberg, Dec. 10, 2003, p. 1.
63 TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 9, Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
64 Barnes letter to Fineberg, Jan. 26, 2004, p. 3.
65 EIA(4), Vol. 4, pp. 1224 – 1226 and 2220 – 2225.
66 SEIC, TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 9, Sec.3.3.2, p. 3211.
67 EIA(4), Vol. 4, Table 1.2, pp. 1216 – 1219 (also discussed in VI.4.[a], above). The nine segments, from north to south, are numbered 1, 8, 6, 9,
2, 3, 4, 5 and 7; the table presents the segments in sequential rather than geographic order.
68 SEIC explains its out2of2sequence segment numbering and cumbersome pipeline kilometer post numbering system in this way: “These segments
and KP numbers have been inherited from work undertaken during project development, and as such the numbering does not follow a sequential
system. Nevertheless, using Figure 1.3 as a key map, geographical locations can be derived along the pipeline route” (EIA[4], Vol. 4, p. 122).
69 Estimated from EIA (3) Fig. 1229 (Fig. VI.3 below).
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significant increase in the seismic hazard rating for the pipeline route:
(1) The southeast limit of the 92 seismic intensity rating zone in the Map of Geotechnical Zoning and
Hazards extends further south than shown in EIA(3) Figure 1229; this change raises the seismic haz2
ard rating for nearly 20 kilometers of the northern pipeline segment and a similar portion of the
southern segment from 8 to 9 on the MSK scale.70 (See Figs. VI.4, VI.5, VI.6.)
(2) At more than 20 places on the pipeline route, geotechnical review apparently determined that rel2
atively short segments of the pipeline route have a seismic hazard rating one increment higher than
the general area. Altogether, these adjustments would raise the seismic hazard rating for approximately
108 kilometers of the pipeline as follows: [a] 61 kilometers from 8 to 9; [b] 46 kilometers from 9
to 10; and [c] one kilometer from 8 to 10. (See Appendix D.)
(b) SEIC’s PSTS for onshore project design states that the pipeline route “is characterized with high
seismicity from 8 to 9 points Richter scale. In some areas seismicity exceeds 9 points depending on
ground conditions.”71 Earthquakes of that magnitude are generally regarded as catastrophic and liable
to destroy buildings and underground pipelines. But there is a significant disparity between the PSTS
estimate of Sakhalin’s seismicity and the somewhat lower (but still significant) seismicity intensity ratings
shown on SEIC’s 2002 maps of seismic zoning, which indicate seismic intensity ratings of 8 to 10 on
the MSK scale. An earthquake with force of 6.2 to approximately 7.3 on the Richter scale is liable to
produce an intensity rating of 8 to 10 on the MSK scale – severe, but not catastrophic (see Sec. III.10).
(c) EIA(4) describes the geologic conditions of the pipeline segment in the vicinity of Makarov as
“favorable.”72 However, in this segment of the route the pipelines will cross steep coastal ramparts
and five active faults, threading its way through a series of hills and steep valleys whose stability is
threatened by landslides, mudslides and avalanches.73 The TEO2C states that this segment of the
pipeline is the “most complex” part of the route due to the mountainous terrain.74
(d) At various times in the last 18 months, SEIC has described its plan for fault crossing burial (then
for crossing 24 faults) in official documents as follows:
EIA(3):

24 –“choosing a certain trench configuration and specifying selected loose granular backfill.”75

TEO2C: 12 – standard trench, friable granulated backfill
2 — standard trench with sand
7 – widened trenches with flat slopes
3 – widened trenches, flat slopes and geotextile facing.76
EIA(4): 23 – standard trench, foam with geotextile material
1 – standard trench with sand.77
70 Estimated from Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards.
71 PSTS, p. 9.
72 EIA(4), p. 2221. (Using SEIC’s nomenclature, this is pipeline Segment 4.)
73 See: Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards, sheets 56261.
74 EIA(4), pp. 1217 (Table 1.2), p. 2222 (Table 2.14); TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1 , Sec. 4.3.2.1, p. 42108 (“Evaluation of Seismic and Tectonic
Danger”) and Vol. 3, Book 9, Sec. 3.3.2, Item 1, p. 3211 (“Earthquakes, Landslide and Karstic phenomena”).
75 EIA(3), Chapter 3, p. 3243.
76 TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1, Section 4.4.1, pp. 1172118 (preliminary translation).
77 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 2222.
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Figure VI.5 Composite
Geotechnical Zoning and
Hazards Map of Argi2Pagi Area
(Showing Seismic Intensity Zone
Boundaries)

This composite of three map pages from SEIC's 2002 Map of
Geotechnical Zoning, Including an Assessment of Geological and
Geotechnical Hazards shows the portion of the pipeline route high2
lighted in Figure VI.4.

The composite map shows two locations

where the pipeline passes through regions with a seismic intensi2
ty rating of 92 on the MSK264 scale. On the Russian Figure 1229
submitted with the TEO2C (Figure VI.3), the pipeline in this area
appears to be south of the boundary between seismic rating
zones, on land with a seismic hazard intensity rating of 82. (The
increases to pipeline seismic hazards resulting from the southward
shift of the seismic rating zone boundary are indicated in Fig. VI.6,
discussed in Sec. VI.6[a] and supported by Appendices D and E.
(The red arrow joining the endpoints of the two seismic intensity
zone boundary segments is an inference.)
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We presume that SEIC has devoted some consideration to the ability of buried pipelines to withstand
sudden large ground movements caused by the potential earthquakes and related phenomena that might
be expected in Sakhalin.
Nevertheless, EIA(3), EIA(4) and other documents reviewed for this report do not provide substantive informa2
tion regarding those studies or the means by which SEIC has validated the effectiveness of the proposed design.
Figure VI.6. Estimated Location of
Seismic Intensity Zone Boundary

EIA(3), Figure 129
The black dotted line below
the figure 92 (at right) denotes
the revision southward of the
boundary between zones of
seismic intensity rating shown
in TEO2C Figure 1229, based
on SEIC's 2002 Map of
Geological Zoning. The effect
of this shift is to increases sig2
nificantly the territory at risk
of an earthquake with a seis2
mic intensity rating of 9, plac2
ing a portion of the pipeline at
similarly increased risk. (For
additional information on the
effects of the revisions to
Figure 1229, see text Sec.
VI.6[a] and Figure VI.5, which
are supported by Appendices
D and E.)
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VII. COMPARISONS TO EXPERIENCE
WITH THE TRANSALASKA PIPELINE (TAPS)
A. Background
1.

Alaska’s experience with oil and gas development and the Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) are

frequently used as benchmarks for discussion of Sakhalin oil development projects.78
2.

TAPS was built between 1974 and 1977 by a consortium of eight major oil companies. At its peak
in 1988 TAPS carried approximately 2.0 million bpd from Alaska’s North
Slope 800 miles (1,290 kilometers) to the ice2free port of Valdez.79
Betweeen 2000 and 2003, TAPS carried approximately 1.0 million bpd.80

Figure VII.2 Alaska Pipeline on
Beams Embedded in a Gravel Berm

Figure VII.1 Alaska Pipeline
Elevated on Vertical Supports

Figure VII.3 Damage to TAPS Support
System Caused by Nov. 2003
Earthquake at Denali Fault

B. AboveGround Fault Crossings on TAPS
1.

In discussing the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipelines, SEIC officials frequently suggest that TAPS

was placed above ground at three active fault crossings due to permafrost – not seismic – considerations.81
2.

Approximately 420 miles of TAPS is elevated. In general, TAPS was placed above ground in order

to prevent heat from the pipeline from causing thawing and settlement of permafrost.82 (Fig. VII.1.)
3.

TAPS also uses an elevated support system to cross active fault zones. (Fig.VII.2.)

The following

authoritative sources confirm that seismic concerns – not permafrost – are the reason that TAPS was
built above ground at fault crossings:
(a) According to the TAPS design basis manual, “[a]t the Denali Fault crossing, the pipeline is sup2
78 SEIC, The Trans Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) and Comparisons with the Sakhalin II Pipeline Transportation System (briefing paper;
http://www.sakhalinenergy.com/documents/doc_38_taps.pdf). Before participating in the financing of Phase I of the Sakhalin2II project, the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) reported that the project environmental action plan “specifies that the Company will meet or
exceed World Bank environmental standards and that Alaskan offshore environmental/health and safety (EHS) guidelines have been used to develop
standards for the project. The Bank’s consultants have confirmed that Alaskan standards exceed applicable European Union standards” (European
Bank of Reconstruction and Development, “Standards,” in Project Summary Document for Sakhalin II [Phase 1] Project, Russian Federation, circa
1997 (http://www.ebrd.com/projects/psd/psd1997/94sakhal.htm).
79 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Trans Alaska Pipeline System FACTS, 2003, pp . 6, 26227 and 30. Since inception, major oil companies BP,
ExxonMobil and ConocoPhillips (or their predecessors) have owned more than 90% of TAPS.
80 Alaska Department of Revenue, Fall 2003 Revenue Sources Book, December 2003, p. A5.
81 Most recently, SEIC’s Julian Barnes reflected this opinion in his Jan. 26, 2004 letter to the author of this report (Appendix C). In a meeting in
Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk with SEIC officials November 4, 2003, Mr. James Robinson, head of SEIC’s environmental program, also expressed this opinion.
82 Trans Alaska Pipeline System FACTS, pp. 79, 84289.
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ported above the ground surface on beams in gravel berms in order to accommodate the antici2
pated large ground movements and to prevent excessive pipeline strains.”83
(b) According to the 1977 Alyeska document compiled specifically to record the construction mode
for each stretch of the pipeline and documented the reasons for that selection, for the 1,9002foot
(0.6 km) section of the pipeline spanning the Denali Fault, “[a]n elevated support system . . . was
chosen for this segment, rather than the otherwise equally suitable conventional burial mode, in order
to provide more flexibility for the pipe to accommodate possible ground motion on the Denali Fault.”
At both ends of the fault crossing, the pipeline enters discontinuous permafrost and returns to nor2
mal elevated design used for crossing permafrost.84
(c) TAPS is described in the Earthquake Engineering Handbook as a “classic example” of a pipeline
that traverses a fault area above the ground so that “potential fault movement can be accommo2
dated without overstressing the pipe.”85
4.

Defending its contention that TAPS is elevated at the Denali Fault crossing due to permafrost, SEIC recent2

ly stated that its position “is illustrated in the photo attached by the presence of heat exchangers on the top
of the pile supports.”86 (See Appendix C.) Careful examination reveals that SEIC’s photo and comments are
irrelevant to the question: the two above2ground support structures in the photograph SEIC provided do not lie
within the 1,9002foot Denali Fault crossing zone; rather, these supports are located in the discontinuous per2
mafrost that begins on the hill immediately to the north of the crossing zone.87 Moreover, it is the pilings them2
selves that indicate the need for elevating TAPS – not the heat exchangers, as asserted by SEIC.88
5.

According to the TAPS design basis document, the Denali fault crossing was designed to accom2

modate potential pipeline movements of approximately 6.0 meters (20 feet) horizontally and 1.5 meters
(five feet) vertically. By comparison, normally buried TAPS pipe in a soil ditch was expected to survive a
two foot by two foot fault movement.89
6.

According to the seismic design criteria for TAPS, a major earthquake “could possibly lead to dam2

age requiring repair. . . . (but) there should be no structural collapse or release of crude oil or hazardous
substances, and functionality of essential control, communications, and emergency systems should be main2
tained without interruption.”90
83 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Design Basis Update DB2180, June 18 2002 [4th ed., Rev. 2], p. 1226.
84 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., “ETSCAD [Environmental and Technical Stipulation Compliance Assessment Document] Mode Justification,” May 17,
1977, Alignment Sheet 37.
85 See excerpt from Earthquake Engineering Handbook, p. 23233, in box accompanying Section III.12, above.
86 Barnes letter to Fineberg, Jan. 26, 2004, p. 4.
87 “ETSCAD Mode Justification,” Alignment Sheet 37. Although the piling location numbers stencilled onto each vertical support are not visible in
the photograph SEIC provided, from the topography and the visible pipeline structures, it is clear that the vertical support structures in this photo2
graph are the second and third supports south of Anchor No. 3107921 on current TAPS Alignment Sheet no.105 (author’s identification, based on
on2site inspection and photographs).
88 According to a TAPS system description manual, “[T]hawing permafrost could cause differential settlement of the soil in which the pipe is
buried and could result in bending the pipe. . . . The pipeline is constructed aboveground in areas where heat from a buried pipeline might melt the
permafrost and create soil stability problems. . . . To prevent thawing around the vertical support members, thermal devices (heat pipes) are installed
inside many of the vertical supports.” (Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Trans Alaska Pipeline System Description Manual (Document No. SD226; revised
June 1977), pp. 322 – 323. Approximately 30,500 of the 39,000 above ground support structures on the TAPS line have heat exchangers (FACTS,
pp. 83284). In sum, heat exchangers are a design feature of many of the vertical support structures, but it is the elevated goalpost structure itself
that indicates the presence of permafrost.
89 Design Basis Update DB2180, p. 1223.
90 Design Basis Update DB2180, p. 1213.
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C. TAPS Performance in the Denali Fault
Earthquake (November 2002)
1.

When an earthquake of 7.9 magnitude (Richter Scale) occurred on the Denali Fault November 3,

2002, seismic specialists familiar with TAPS credited the specially designed above2ground support structure
with successfully allowing the pipeline to handle ground movement at the pipeline crossing of approximately
5.5 meters (18 feet) horizontally and 1.5 meters (5 feet) vertically.91
2.

Although most observers were complimentary of the way in which TAPS handled the Denali Fault

earthquake,92 several issues deserve further consideration. For example:
(a) The specially designed fault crossing system, approximately 1,900 feet (0.6 kilometers) in length, suf2
fered limited damage but absorbed the motion and shaking of the earthquake. However, at both ends of
the fault crossing, immediately past where the pipeline returned to normal above2ground supports, the ver2
tical support crossbeams dropped to the ground, leaving the pipeline unsupported. In all, eight crossbeams
fell.93 (Fig. VII.3.) Although official statements maintain that this kind of damage was expected, the pipeline
design basis document does not include crossbeam failure in the description of anticipated structural fail2
ures during a major earthquake.94
(b) Although the pipeline’s automatic earthquake alarms ordered immediate shutdown of the pipeline, the
controllers overrode that command and oil continued to flow for an hour after the quake.95 Various expla2
nations have been given for the failure to shut down immediately when the earthquake occurred.96
(c) According to credible but unofficial reports, after the Denali Fault earthquake TAPS personnel were wor2
ried that portions of the buried pipeline may have been ruptured.97 To assure that there was no dam2
age and that oil was not leaking, a buried valve near the fault had to be excavated for inspection.98
91 Steve P. Sorensen and Keith J. Meyer, “Effect of the Denali Fault Rupture on the Trans2Alaska Pipeline,” August 2003, p. 8 (http://www.alyeska2
pipe.com/Inthenews/techpapers/22TAPS%20Fault%20Crossing%20Denali%20EQ.pdf). According to the authors (the current TAPS engineering coordinator
and an Alaska consultant), “[I]nitial field estimates of the ground faulting at the fault scarp indicated displacements of approximately 2.3 m strike slip
and 0.8 m vertical. GPS and geodetic surveys initiated within one week after the earthquake determined the fault displacement to be larger: 5.5 m
horizontal and 1.5 m vertical distributed over a zone of approximately 200 m.”
92 According to one trade publication account: “On Nov. 3 [2002], a 7.9 magnitude earthquake struck Alaska’s interior, producing a 1452mile2long
crack across the landscape and sending boats bobbing on lakes more than 3,000 miles away. . . . But the 482inch Alaska pipeline . . . survived just
as designed – damaged but not ruptured, said Doug Nyman, the pipeline’s seismic design coordinator from 1973 to 1977. . . .If anything, the
strongest oearthquake ever recorded on the Denali fault showed the pipeline could have withstood more, Nyman said. . . . “Compared to what hap2
pened, we still have a lot of capacity there,” Nyman said. . . (Alexander’s Gas & Oil Connections [News & Trends in North America], Vol. 7, issue
#23, Nov. 27, 2002).
93 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., “Fact Sheet: MP 588 – Earthquake Damage Assessment Update No. 3,” Nov. 4, 2003.
94 Design Basis Update B2180 discusses above ground support structures designed to collapse to absorb the force of an earthquake but does not
identify the vertical support crossbeams as a sacrificial component or suggest the possibility of crossbeam failure. (Design Basis Update DB2180, p. 12
13).
95 Diana Campbell, “How oil pipeline officials handled the ‘big one’ of 2002,” Fairbanks Daily News2Miner, Nov. 20, 2002, p. A1.
96 Operating instructions for the TAPS pipeline controller at the Valdez Marine Terminal’s Operations Control Center warn the operator that an
earthquake alarm will shut down the pipeline automatically if not overridden manually. However, review of the relevant manuals reveals that the
instructions are vague as to when and under what circumstances the controller should re2issue the shutdown command. An example of that vague2
ness is the instruction to go to the Earthquake Monitoring System (EMS) console, turn it on and “wait five or ten minutes.” Another possible reason
given for the shutdown delay is that if the operators initiated a shut down they would not be able to determine whether the earthquake had caused
a leak because flow conditions would no longer be stable enough to permit the leak detection system to operate.
97 Interviews with TAPS field workers.
98` “How oil pipeline officials handled the ‘big one’ of 2002.”
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D. Pipe Wall Thickness and Corrosion
in Buried Pipelines
1.

According to SEIC, heavier (thicker) pipe may be used to mitigate the risk of seismic damage at faults.99

2.

In reviewing the Denali Fault earthquake, informed TAPS engineers concluded that if TAPS had been

buried “in a special fault crossing trench (loose backfill and sloped sides), it would have required much
heavier wall pipe and local buckling likely would have occurred, hence requiring pipe repair and more
extended downtime.”100
3.

Corrosion, which reduces pipe wall thickness, is one of the major risks to buried pipelines and a

major causes of pipeline leaks.101
4.

Three significant factors that contribute to a corrosive soil environment are moisture, high acid con2

tent and the presence of other buried metal in the vicinity of a pipeline.102
5.

According to EIA(4), “In general, soils [along the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipeline route] tend to be boggy,

fragile and podzolized.”103
6.

SEIC plans to bury a natural gas pipeline in the same right2of2way, generally separated by a distance

of eight to 15 meters.104
7.

SEIC notes that although statutory corrosion protection requirements vary, “it is necessary to

adopt such a procedure that would insure reliable protection against corrosion for 302year operating
life cycle at minimum cost.”105
8.

The following experience on TAPS is noteworthy in this regard:
(a) In 1975, a TAPS spokesman assured the author that corrosion would not be a problem on TAPS.
According to the TAPS representative, “[t]he pipe is essentially inert and the Alaska environment is
not hostile to the pipe. We don’t have many corrosive contaminants.”106
(b) In 1988, significant corrosion was discovered on buried portions of TAPS. Since then, the TAPS
owners have had to spend more than $1 billion to weld short repair sleeves around patches of cor2
rosion at more than 100 locations and replace more than eight miles of mainline pipe.107

99 In EIA(3), SEIC states that [t]he pipelines will use pipe with varying wall thickness, based on safety classifications. In general, pipe wall thickness
is increased at river, road and railway crossings, near to settlements and facilities and at seismic fault crossings (EIA[3], p. 3219). However, EIA(4)
states that “[f]or onshore pipelines, wall thickness and pipe selection has been carefully considered for sections that cross rail, road, water, pipelines
and electrical lines” (EIA[4], Vol. 4, p. 2224).
100 “Effect of the Denali Fault Rupture on the Trans2Alaska Pipeline,” p. 9.
101 See: W. Kent Muhlbauer, Pipeline Risk Management Manual (Gulf Publishing Company, 1993), pp. 532105.
102 Muhlbauer, pp. 79282.
103 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 1214 (for a summary description of Sakhalin soils, see also pages 1214 through 1223). Podzolic soils are often severely
leached and highly acid (The Columbia Encyclopedia, Sixth Ed., 2001).
104 EIA(3), Ch. 3, p. 3219.
105 SEIC, Technical Design Specifications (TDS) for Integrated Corrosion Protection of Onshore and Offshore Pipelines, Sakhalin II Project (Doc. No.
100002S29902012S21505200201), 2002, p. 16.
106 Memo from Larry Carpenter (TAPS community liaison), Sept. 23, 1975 (author’s files).
107 U.S./Alaska Joint Pipeline Office, “TAPS Corrosion History Report,” June 22, 2000 (Report No. JPO2002E2021, attached to memo from Robert
Krenzelok to Jim Lusher), p. 1. In 1991, Alyeska estimated that it would spend approximately $800 million on corrosion repairs through 1993
(Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Alyeska Reports, Summer 1991, p. 5); in 1997, corrosion repairs were running at an estimated $40 to $60 million
annually (Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Trans Alaska Pipeline System Briefing Document, Oct. 23, 1997, p. 10).
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(c) The ability of corrosion to significantly reduce pipe wall thickness is indicated by the fact that in
2001 there were: [1] at least eight locations on TAPS where corrosion had eaten through more than
40 per cent of the pipeline wall; [2] 30 locations within three inches of a mainline girth weld where
pipeline wall loss at specific corrosion pockets ranged between 30% and 39%; and [3] approximate2
ly 10 locations per year where anti2corrosion teams were digging up the pipeline to assess and repair
corrosion damage to buried mainline pipe.108
(d) Buried pipelines are significantly more susceptible to corrosion than above ground lines.109
9.

The presence of conditions conducive to corrosion cited above – such moist soils, acidic soils and metal

in the ground – indicate the importance of careful review of (a) SEIC decisions for the on the Sakhalin2II pipeline
route regarding pipe wall thickness110 and (b) SEIC’s pipe coating, anti2corrosion and corrosion inspection plan.

E.
1.

Pipeline Control Systems

EIA(4) acknowledges that the principal technical parameters influencing the magnitude of a spill include

control system elements such as leak detection system performance, pump shutdown time and valves shut2
off time after pump shutdown.111
2.

SEIC’s statements regarding its still undeveloped leak detection system capabilities have been inconsistent.
(a) According to EIA(4), “[w]hilst the design of the pipeline leak detection system has yet to be
detailed, it will incorporate features such as “state of the art leak system, which is estimated to have
leak detection rates of around 1% of flow in any section of the pipeline.”112
(b) More recently, SEIC has stated that the specifications for the oil pipeline leak detection system
requires that for steady state conditions, the minimum detectable leak rate is 0.5% of the flow rate
at that time.113
(c) At expected throughput (195,000 bpd), the leak detection system could not detect any leak small2
er than 975 bpd (133 tonnes).114
bpd,115

3.

If SEIC realizes its hopes to increase throughput to 400,000

the minimum detectable leak would double.

The TAPS experience demonstrates that existing leak detection systems may allow leaks to contin2

ue undetected below the ground for extended periods of time.116
(a) The TAPS builders originally promised the United States Congress and the public that they would
108 U.S./Alaska Joint Pipeline Office, 2001 Maintenance CMP Report, pp. 17220; “TAPS Corrosion History Report;” and “Trans2Alaska Pipeline System
Corrosion Control and Monitoring,” Nov. 2, 2000 (Report No. JPO2002E2028, from Bob Krenzelok to Jim Lusher).
109 The vast majority of TAPS corrosion inspection and repair work has been performed on buried portions of TAPS.
110 EIA(4) mentions increased pipe wall thickness in populated areas and near highway and rail crossings but does not discuss pipe wall thickness
in relation to seismic considerations.
111 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 3246.
112 EIA(4), Vol. 1, p. C27.
113 Barnes letter to Fineberg, Dec. 10, 2003. (Barnes does not specify how often, nor in what circumstances oil pipeline operations will depart from
steady2state conditions.)
114 195,000 x 0.005 = 975.
115 EIA(4), Vol. 1, p. 527.
116 For example, when TAPS lost 5,000 barrels of oil over a several day period in the mountainous Atigun Pass region in the spring of 1979, the
leak went two to four days without triggering an alarm at the pipeline operations control center (Alaska Pipeline Office report, August 20, 1979).
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develop a leak detection system that would meet or exceed industry standards and would be able
to detect small leaks immediately and shut down promptly.117
(b) In the late 1990’s, pressure from the United States Congress and the public forced TAPS to
develop an improved leak detection system capable of detecting line loss between 0.2% and 0.5%
of throughput under steady flow conditions.118
(c) TAPS has experienced seven spills larger than 1,000 barrels; the pipeline’s automatic leak detec2
tion system has never detected a leak.119
4.

Although critical, leak detection is only one aspect of the many control systems essential to safe

pipeline operations. SEIC’s plan to bury the Sakhalin pipelines significantly increases the importance of
assuring the careful design and integration of the pipeline control systems.

F. TAPS Construction Experience
1.

Although the TAPS builders had several years to prepare for construction, field changes to con2

struction plans resulted in confusion, delays and the necessity to go back and do the same job over again.
According to historian Robert Douglas Mead, unexpected conditions encountered during the construction of
TAPS played a critical role in these difficulties.

Building the TransAlaska Pipeline
1975: In late March 1975 actual pipeline work could begin. . . . The place chosen was . . . about

70 miles north of Valdez. By April 1976, the first 1,400-foot string of pipe had been welded together, lowered into its ditch and angled below the stream bed, and covered over; and presently floated and had to be reset. It was a preview of . . . the trials that were to come. . . . when you opened
the ground, that the soil was not what you expected or had predicted; another engineering euphemism. The practical effect was, repeatedly, the wrong equipment in the wrong place at the wrong
time, crews of men (at a base rate of about $10 each per hour) drawing time while engineers and
surveillance personnel argued out a design change.
1976: A.P. Rollins, the head federal monitor, commented: “We got forty-five days,” he said, “before
we really get cranked up for this summer’s work, because once we get in the summer it’s going to be
the day-by-day field problems – we had ‘em last summer and they called in every day and they’ve
encountered something, well, they’re going to have to make a field change. And then be ready, and
people in the field, to answer the problems when we come up with a remoding situation: we get in
there and we find that we’ve got frozen material that we didn’t anticipate . . . or they encounter a condition that wasn’t intended, so they’ve got to make a field change.”
Robert Douglas Mead, Journeys Down the Line: Building the TransAlaska Pipeline (New York: Doubleday, 1978), pp. 228229, 283284.
117 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., “Alyeska lays detailed plans to combat leaks or pipeline spills,” Alyeska Reports, October 1977, pp. 18220.
118 See: U.S. Joint Pipeline Office, Evaluation of the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company’s Operation of the Trans2Alaska Pipeline 1999/2000, April
2001, pp. 12213.
119 U.S. General Accounting Office, Trans2Alaska Pipeline: Regulators Have Not Ensured That Government Requirements Are Being Met (report no.
GAO/RCED291280), July 1991, p. 27.
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2.

The history of TAPS demonstrates the importance of establishing clear construction plans and stan2

dards before construction begins.
3.

In view of the complexity of the regulatory framework in Russia (see Section II, above), it may be

difficult for government monitors to assure the establishment and implementation of appropriate design and
construction standard.

VIII.

S U M M A R Y

The following conclusions and observations, based on the documentary record on the Sakhalin2II Phase
2 project presented in the preceding sections and comparison with TAPS, are limited to (a) the seismic
hazards associated with the SEIC project and (b) the company’s presentation of its plans for dealing with
the problems associated with broad spectrum of seismic2related hazards.
1.

Assessment of seismic hazards is characterized by a high degree of uncertainty.

2.

Sakhalin is an island of recognized high seismicity.

3.

The Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipeline route lies entirely within areas whose seismic intensity rating is 8

or higher on the MSK264 scale. (A level28 earthquake, generally understood to be severe, might cause
houses to shift on foundations, chimneys to twist and fall and ground water levels to change.)
4.

Our review of SEIC data indicates than 25 percent of the pipeline route is to be buried in ground that

bears a seismic intensity rating of 9 or higher on the MSK264 scale. (A level29 earthquake is liable to result
in considerable damage to buildings and reservoirs, ground cracking and some underground pipes broken.)
5.

The Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipeline route will cross 22 identified active faults in buried mode, as well

as 33 faults that SEIC apparently has classified as inactive.
6.

Although seismic issues have been a primary concern of individuals and nongovernmental organiza2

tions, SEIC’s presentation of information on these issues has frequently been fragmented, less than clear,
internally contradictory, out of date, vague and lacking in clear links to the technical support or founda2
tions for the company’s approach to important questions.
7.

The Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) crosses three active faults. At the Denali Fault, the pipeline was

placed above ground and engineered to handle displacement of at least 20 feet laterally and five feet vertically.
8.

In contrast, TAPS engineers expect a normally buried pipeline to withstand ground displacement of

two feet horizontally and two feet vertically without rupturing.
9.

One reason that TAPS survived the November 2003 earthquake without leaking is that the above2

ground fault crossing design enabled the pipeline to move as much as 18 feet laterally and five feet ver2
tically during the quake.
10.

We have been unable to locate substantive analytical supporting documentation for SEIC’s assertion
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that buried pipelines can be engineered and constructed in a manner that will effectively mitigate Sakhalin’s
high seismic risks.

IX. SEISMIC HAZARDS AND SEIC’S ONSHORE
PIPELINES: UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
This report addresses an significant and straightforward question: What are the seismic risks associ2
ated with the proposed Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipelines? To the exact degree that these risks are
serious, the following question takes on immediate importance: Has SEIC demonstrated that it can safely
bury pipelines on Sakhalin?
Sections II, III and IV of this report describe the legal and regulatory framework in which this project is
being conducted, the uncertain science of earthquakes and their effects and the seismicity of Sakhalin. As noted
in Section V, the seismic challenges on the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipeline route are indeed formidable. Over much
of the proposed pipeline route, the intense ground movement associated with an earthquake, or its associated
phenomena – particularly landslides or mudslides – are liable to cause large and sudden ground movement or
permanent ground deformation that could damage a pipeline, resulting in an oil spill with attendant environmental
harm. It is not surprising, therefore, that some members of the public have expressed concern over the man2
ner in which SEIC has assessed the seismic risks on Sakhalin and has made plans to mitigate them.
As documented in Section VI, SEIC has not responded to these concerns with a clear or convincing
presentation of information on seismic issues affecting the Sakhalin2II onshore pipelines. In fact, SEIC’s pub2
lic information on this subject can be characterized as conflicting, confusing, incomplete and vague. Based
on our review of SEIC’s public communications on this important subject, we conclude that there is simply
no way to put aside concerns about the long2term environmental risks posed by buried pipelines on this
island, with its pronounced seismic volatility and boggy, acidic soils. It is difficult to reconcile SEIC’s current
assertions about the safety of the project with facts that support the findings and conclusions of this report.
One reason for questioning SEIC’s proposals arises from comparison with Alaska’s experience with the
Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS), discussed in Section VII. How is it that the same considerations that
led engineers on that project to elevate that pipeline when crossing active faults do not obtain on Sakhalin?
When it is generally agreed in the pipeline industry that TAPS proved the effectiveness of its above2ground
design for fault crossings during the Denali Fault earthquake of November, 2002, what specific factors lead
SEIC’s engineers and planners to believe that they can safely cross 22 active faults with buried pipelines?
Review of the operating history of TAPS suggests that in the case of buried pipelines it is especially
important to ensure that pipeline components not normally associated with earthquakes, such as control sys2
tems and corrosion prevention and detection systems, are designed and implemented to the highest standards.
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Consider, for example, this scenario: Could an ongoing oil spill below the leak detection system alarm thresh2
old result from earthquake2related phenomena that put the pipeline under stress at a location – perhaps not
on an identified, active fault – where corrosion had significantly weakened the wall of the proposed pipeline?
In discussions about the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 project on Sakhalin last November, SEIC officials expressed
their interest in resolving public concerns about the risks associated with buried onshore pipelines. The issues
raised in this report suggest that public seismic concerns have not been addressed. The mass of technical lit2
erature used internally by SEIC may be appropriate for a large corporate entity engaged in a sizable project,
but the information those documents contain is effectively inaccessible to most concerned citizens. It has been
our privilege – with SEIC’s cooperation – to go further into this record than most. In doing so, we have
been unable to locate a document or set of documents that present a comprehensive picture of SEIC’s assess2
ment of seismic hazards on Sakhalin or the relative risks those hazards pose to buried or above2ground
pipelines. More troubling, perhaps, are the inconsistencies and unanswered questions enumerated in this report.
In order to ensure that SEIC’s onshore pipelines will be provide maximum feasible protection from
seismic risks, SEIC must address the seismic issues discussed in this report. We commend SEIC for its
recent addition of seismic concerns to the the issues the company intends to address in its addendum to
EIA(4), planned for release in March 2004.

However, in view of the project’s tight schedule, the short2

comings in SEIC’s previous presentations and the difficulties we have encountered obtaining clear and com2
prehensive information on seismic issues, we are not confident that SEIC’s belated promise to discuss the
subject again in its addendum to EIA(4) will fulfill the imperative need for timely and usable public infor2
mation regarding seismic concerns. We therefore propose the following:
1.

To meet its commitment to addressing public concerns, SEIC should craft a summary report that

provides clear and unequivocal answers to the questions raised by this report regarding the safety of bury2
ing pipelines on Sakhalin, with a detailed presentation of the reasons that SEIC believes the seismicity of
Sakhalin does not require above2ground construction.
2.

SEIC’s report should be one that can successfully be used by the average citizen to locate the doc2

uments necessary to evaluate the relevant engineering inputs and design considerations.
3.

Since we have been unable to obtain the inputs and assumptions SEIC has used to determine seis2

mic risks, we urge SEIC to include site2specific data reflecting a current assessment of seismic hazards on
the island and the kinds and degrees of risk posed by these conditions. This document, too, should pres2
ent a transparent picture that outside evaluators can use to understand the processes by which SEIC has
arrived at its decision to bury the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipelines.
4.

SEIC’s report should discuss the seismic design and operating experience of the TAPS. In addition

to seismic design and construction, the history of TAPS also makes clear the importance of ancillary
features such as pipeline control systems and the corrosion prevention, monitoring and remediation pro2
grams. Because underground problems can go undetected for extended periods, the report should con2
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sider systems such as these to ensure that they are designed and can be operated to effectively min2
imize the broad spectrum of seismic risks.
5.

In light of the complexity of the problems associated with seismic risk and the necessity for objec2

tivity, we recommend that SEIC establish an independent review panel that includes expert earth scientists
not associated with the oil industry, pipeline experts and representatives of interested NGOs, and that the
NGO representatives be allowed to name at least 25% of the expert membership.
6.

SEIC’s assessment of seismic hazards directly affects plans for the imminent construction of the

Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipelines. Therefore, the SEIC report and the subsequent expert review should
be completed and made available to interested parties as soon as practicable. In the interim, we believe
that construction plans should be put on hold until the review is complete and public concerns about the
seismic risks to the proposed Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipelines are satisfactorily addressed.
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Appendix B. Letter from Richard A. Fineberg (Research Associates) to Ms. Rachele
Sheard (SEIC), Dec. 29, 2003
From the desk of Richard A. Fineberg P.O. Box 416 Ester, Alaska 99725 Phone /Fax: (907) 47927778 E2mail: fineberg@alaska.net
December 29, 2003
Ms. Rachele Sheard
Head of Issues and Stakeholder Management
Sakhalin Energy Investment Company LTD. (SEIC)
35, Dzerzhinskogo Str.
Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk, 693020, Russia

Dear Ms. Sheard:

Questions Regarding SEIC Seismic Risk Assessment and Mitigation Measures
Thank you for the information you and Sakhalin Energy Investment Company (SEIC) have provided to date
regarding the on2shore pipeline portion of Phase 2 of the Sakhalin2II project. This letter requests additional infor2
mation regarding the seismic risks associated with buried pipelines on Sakhalin Island.
Despite our mutual best efforts, I am unable to find answers to significant questions concerning the manner in
which SEIC has assessed and intends to address seismic risks. With project construction plans proceeding at a
rapid pace, there is a little time between completion of engineering design and the initiation of field construc2
tion. Therefore, to expedite your clarification of the record I have formulated a set of questions designed to
obtain the best possible information regarding SEIC’s approach to seismic hazards.
These questions are based on observation and interviews during my November 2003 visit to the pipeline right2
of2way, information SEIC provided subsequent to my meeting with you and James Robinson in Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk
November 4 and my follow2up letter of November 9 and discussions with various parties, including seismic research
experts, engineers on the Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) and others with specialized knowledge. These ques2
tions focus on the following documents: SEIC’s Technical Economic Substantiation of Construction submissions
(TEO2C), the third revision to SEIC’s Environmental Impact Assessment, completed in 2002 as part of the TEO2C
(identified here as EIA[3]) and the fourth Environmental Impact Assessment (identified here as EIA[4]).1
The questions posed here cover the following seismic2related subjects: (1) missing fault crossing and seis2
mic zone information; (2) reported ground movement on Sakhalin; (3) definition of active and inactive faults; (4)
identification of fault crossings; (5) determination of zones of seismic risk on Sakhalin; (6) SEIC’s seismic design
premise; (7) SEIC’s risk analysis of pipeline seismic hazards; and (8) implementation of construction standards
and practices for earthquake hazard mitigation. In view of the importance of seismic issues and SEIC’s com2
pressed schedule, I hope you will respond quickly. To facilitate your response, I have provided references to the
documents on which these questions are based.

I. Missing Fault Crossing and Seismic Zone Information
According to SEIC’s 2003 ESHIA Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA[4]), “[t]here are 24 locations where
the pipeline crosses seismic faults, as shown in Table 1.2. These are also shown in Figure 1.10 along with the
seismic zones of Sakhalin Island.” While Table 1.2 of this document does include a list of 24 fault crossings
1 Sakhalin Energy Investment Company’s two Environmental Impact Assessments are: Technical and Economic Substantiation of Construction,
Environmental Impact Assessment, Vol. 7, Book 1, July 2002 (EIA[3]); and Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIC phase II Development), Vols. 1 through
7, 2003 (EIA[4]). According to SEIC, EIA(4), released in early 2003 and available on2line, is the company’s fourth revision of its EIA “but is the only
EIA that has been carried out to international best practice standards” (EIA[4], Vol. 1, p. 129).
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by kilometer post, Figure 1210 shows neither fault crossings nor seismic zones.2
1. Does EIA(4) contain a map that shows fault crossed by the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipelines?
In SEIC’s predecessor EIA, submitted to Russian authorities as part of its formal Technical Economic
Substantiation of Construction (TEO2C) in 2002, Figure 1229 is captioned “Seismic Zoning and Fault Crossings
Along the Pipeline Route.” Contrary to its title, however, the English EIA(3) CD shows only broad seismic zones
but does not show either the pipeline route or fault locations.3
2. Does the English2language EIA(3) contain a map that shows the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 onshore pipeline route
and fault crossings?

II. Reported Ground Movement at Faults
EIA(4) reports that for approximately three2quarters of the pipeline route (600 kilometers) the typical annual
ranges of ground movement at faults exceed 67 mm horizontally and 15 mm vertically.4 Several seismic experts
who informally reviewed the EIA(4) text for this report commented that these were unusually large numbers.5
However, they felt that neither EIA(4) nor the additional information they reviewed enabled them to understand
the meaning or significance of these numbers.
1. Please provide SEIC’s understanding and interpretation of these data, as well as the reviews or reports on
which SEIC’s interpretation is based.
EIA(4) also reports that North Sakhalin generally exhibits tectonic (plate) tilting resulting in regional subsidence of
up to –5.0 mm yr along the eastern coast, while middle Sakhalin is generally stable north of Poronaysk; south
of Poronaysk, vertical movement of –4.0 mm/yr is occurring, increasing to 7.2 mm yr near Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk.6
2. Please provide SEIC’s understanding and interpretation of these data and the reviews or reports on which
SEIC’s interpretation is based.

III. Definition of Active and Inactive Faults
According to Mr. Julian Barnes’ letter of December 10, 2003, SEIC’s risk analysis of faults considered “all
active faults crossed by the proposed route. . . . (Active faults are defined as those which have displaced the
surface of the ground within the last 10,000 years.)”
According to the California Geological Survey, “[t]he investigation of sites for the possible hazard of surface
fault rupture is a deceptively difficult geologic task. Many active faults are complex . . . . the evidence for iden2
tifying active fault traces is generally subtle or obscure and the distinction between recent active and long2inac2
tive faults may be difficult to make. . . . . . . faults of known historic activity during the last 200 years, as a
class, have a greater probability for future activity than faults classified as Holocene age (last 11,000 years), and
a much greater probability of future activity than faults classified as Quaternary age (last 1.6 million years).
However, it should be kept in mind that certain faults have recurrent activity measured in tens or hundreds of

2 Sakhalin Energy Investment Company, Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIC phase II Development), Vol. 4, 2003, pp. 12 4, 125, 1225 and 1226.
3 Each of four CD copies of the English2language EIA(3), including a copy I received from SEIC in December 2003, were examined; on each disk, Figure
1229 lacked the pipeline route and fault crossings. (Figure 1229 of the Russian2language EIA[3] does show the pipeline route and fault crossings.)
4 EIA(4), Vol. 4, pp. 1224 and 1225. Specifically, EIA(4) reports the following typical fault movements in the northern 200 kilometers of the pipeline,
“[h]orizontal, 88 mm yr1; vertical, 17 mm yr1 (since the Neftegorsk Earthquake, 1995),” while fault movement given for the southern 400 kilometers
is “[h]orizontal, 67 mm yr1; vertical, 15 mm yr1.” (The footnotes referenced in the text of EIA[4] could not be found.)
5 Over a 1002year period, this average movement at faults would equate to movement of 6.7 meters horizontally and 1.5 meters of vertically – far
greater movement than that typically exhibited by large earthquakes.
6 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 1225. (Again, the data contain a footnote “1,” but the footnote information could not be found.)
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years whereas other faults may be inactive for thousands of years before being reactivated.”7 Large earth2
quakes can and do occur on faults classified inactive. For example in October 1999, a major earthquake at
Hector in California’s Mojave Desert created a 402meter2long surface rupture with as much as five meters of
slip on a fault that had not broken in at least 5,000 years and was classified as inactive.8 According to a
veteran seismic engineer, in 1994 a major earthquake struck Northridge, California “on a blind thrust fault that
had not been identified as a potential seismic source,” producing ground motions that were about 50% stronger
than expected and causing economic losses estimated at about $30 billion. One year later, the Kobe (Japan)
earthquake, which killed 6,000 people, “occurred on a relatively inactive fault in a region that conventional wis2
dom (and governmental policy) had grown to regard as “being of low seismic risk.”9 From the foregoing, it
appears that although an inactive fault can be defined as one that has not moved in 10,000 years, some ana2
lysts and authorities require a significantly longer period of inactivity to consider a fault inactive.10
1. Please provide any analyses that SEIC has performed to assure that the definition of active and inactive
faults SEIC is using is compatible with the complex geological conditions on Sakhalin.
2. Please provide an explanation of the methodology SEIC has used to calculate risk to the pipelines from
permanent ground deformation, including liquefaction, landslides, mud flows and avalanches at (a) faults clas2
sified as active (b) faults classified as inactive and (c) elsewhere on the pipeline route.

IV. Identification of Fault Crossings
Mr. Barnes’ letter of December 10, 2003 identifies 22 fault crossings on the pipeline route identified as “active,”
based on the 1999 work of the Russian Institute Rosstroiizyskaniya (RSIS), validated in 2000 by EQE
International.11 SEIC’s 2002 Map of Geotechnical Zoning, Including An Assessment of Geological and Geotechnical
Hazards indicates at least 33 additional fault crossings on the SEIC pipeline route.12
1. Please explain the differences between (a) faults intersecting the pipeline route presented in the Figure 1229
of EIA(3) and the updated list in Mr. Barnes’ letter of December 10, 2003 and (b) the Map of Geotechnical
Zoning and Hazards, which indicates that the pipeline route intersects approximately 33 additional fault crossings.
2. Please indicate whether the Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards was: (a) used in establishing the
criteria for construction standards for pipeline route fault crossings; (b) used in determining the application of
those standards to the pipeline route; and/or (c) submitted as part of the TEO2C.
7 California Geological Survey, Guidelines of Evaluating the Hazard of Surface Fault Rupture (Note 49) 2002 (http://www.consrv.ca.gov/CGS/informa2
tion/publications/cgs_notes/note_49/note_49.pdf).
8 See: “Hector Mine, 1999” at http://www.goldenstatemuseaum.org/gehector.htm and seminar materials of Dr. Thomas Rockwell, Department of
Geological Sciences, San Diego State University (http://www.geology.sdsu.edu/activities/seminar/fall99/rockwell/text.html).
9 Paul G. Somerville, “Implications of the Northridge and Kobe Earthquakes for the National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program,” September/October
1997 (opinion; Seismological Society of America; at http://www.seismosoc.org/publications/SRL/SRL_68/srl_6825_op.html).
10 While many seismic specialists regard 10,000 years as an appropriate period to define inactivity, the Nevada’s earthquake safety council identifies
an inactive fault as one that has not moved in 1,600,000 years (Nevada Earthquake Safety Council, Guidelines for Evaluating Potential Surface Fault
Rupture/Land Subsidence Hazards in Nevada [http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/nesc/guidelines.htm]).
11 According to Mr. Barnes, re2routing studies in 2001 and 2002 removed three fault crossings and introduced one new fault crossing at Imchinsky,
reducing the total active fault crossings from 24 to 22.
12 SEIC, Map of Geotechnical Zoning, Including An Assessment of Geological and Geotechnical Hazards (Environmental Centre IFPA, Moscow, 2002).
The 33 additional fault crossing markings, with their approximately location by SEIC kilometer post (“KP”) and map sheet number (“sh.”) are: Garomaysky
Fault (upthrust – shift), KP 39 (sh. 5); Tymsky Fault (thrust), KP 122.5 (Sh. 13); Zmeinogorsky Fault, KP 65.6 (sh. 30); Zmeinogorsky Fault (thrust), KP
67.9 (sh. 30); Zmeinogorsky Fault (thrust), KP 73.9 (sh. 31); Zmeinogorsky Fault (thrust), KP 74.8 (sh. 31); unnamed thrust fault, KP 102.5 (sh. 33);
Novaya2Vostok Fault, KP 294.7 (sh. 53); unnamed fault, KP 339.9 (sh. 58); unnamed fault (upthrow), KP 341.1 (sh. 59); Zaradnotrosksky Fault (upthrow),
KP 349.1 (sh. 60); unnamed fault at Berzhny Cr., KP 371.43 (sh. 61); fault (shift), KP 374.5 (sh. 62); fault (shift), KP 379.4 (sh. 62); Central Sakhalin
fault (fragment), KP 387.5 (sh. 63); unnamed fault, KP 431.0 (sh. 67); Arcentevsky Fault, KP 435.1 (sh. 67); Sezzro2Mylvsky Fault, KP 440.5 (sh. 67);
fault, KP 441.2 (sh. 68); unnamed fault, KP 460.8 (sh. 69); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 466.4 (sh. 70); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 467.6 (sh. 70); Kyrzhnensky
fault, KP 478.9 (sh. 71); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 483.0 (sh. 71); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 485.7 (sh. 72); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 486.0 (sh. 72);
Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 492.0 (sh. 72); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 497.0 (sh. 73); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 503.0 (sh. 73); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP
509.0 (sh. 74); Zapadnokhrutschevsky Fault, KP 594 (sh. 83); Shugochny Fault, KP 595.6 (sh. 83); and Mereysky Fault, KP 596.8 (sh. 83).
(This list
excludes all ambiguous markings possibly associated with faulting, as well as the Aprolovsky fault crossings at KP 539.4 [sh. 77] and 543.2 [sh. 78],
which appear to be the two faults avoided by the re2routes Mr. Barnes mentioned.)
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V. Determination of Zones of Seismic Risk on Sakhalin
EIA(3) states that the pipeline route crosses “territories with a seismic intensity equal to:
728 (repeated every 100 years);
829 (repeated every 50021000 years);
10 (repeated every 5000 years).”
Additionally, this section of EIA(3) states that “Figure 1229 illustrates the seismic zoning within Sakhalin Island.”
However, EIA(3) Figure 1229 displays a zoning scheme different from that of the text of EIA(3) quoted above
(Figure 1229 does not show any areas on Sakhalin with a seismic intensity of 10; average occurrence intervals
shown on Figure I229 are for 100, 1000 and 10000 years).13
1. Please explain why the seismicity ratings in EIA(3) differ from those in Figure 1229 of that document.
2. Please provide the source documents that explain the bases for the seismic zoning depicted in EIA(3)
Figure 1229.
According to EIA(4), “[s]ince the Neftegorsk earthquake in 1995 the seismicity rating of much of the route has
been raised from the occurrence of one magnitude 6 to 7 event every one thousand years to one magnitude
8 to 9 event every one thousand years.”14
3. Please explain why the seismicity ratings in EIA(3), as submitted in 2002, differ from those of EIA(4),
released less than one year later.
The severity of an earthquake can be expressed in terms of both magnitude and intensity. These two terms,
frequently confused, have different meanings and therefore should be distinguished.15
и 4. Please clarify whether the raised seismicity rating in EIA(4) refers to an intensity scale (such as the MSK2
64 scale used in other SEIC documents), or to a magnitude rating (as indicated).
In discussing fault movement risk, EIA(4) describes the pipeline segment along the coast in the vicinity of
Makarov as “favorable.”16 However, in this 1262km segment, the pipeline route leaves the coast and goes inland,
crossing a series of active faults and traversing steep valleys to thread its way through hills prone to landslides,
mudslides and avalanches, where earthquake intensity is occasionally raised.17 This segment of the pipeline is
crossed by five of the 22 faults SEIC identifies as active;
the only pipeline segment threatened by landslides, mudslides and avalanches;
contains two of the seven planned sites for seismometer installation to provide instant identification of local
ground movement;
described by the TEO2C as the “most complex” part of the route due to the mountainous terrain.18
5. Please explain and document the basis for describing the geology in this pipeline segment as “favorable.”
6. Please reconcile the description of this segment as geologically “favorable” in EIA(4) to the description of
potential geologic and tectonic hazards listed above.
The seismic zoning in the Russian2language EIA(3) Figure 1229 indicates that approximately 100 kilometers of
the pipeline traverses areas in which an earthquake of an intensity of 9 on the MSK264 scale is possible; accord2
ing to this chart, the remaining 700 kilometers of the pipeline are located in areas where the largest earthquake
13 EIA(3), Chapter 1, p. 1254 and Figure 1229.
14 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 1225.
15 “Magnitude” is a measurement of the energy released by an earthquake at its hypocenter within the earth; “intensity” describes the perceived
effects of an earthquake. Unlike magnitude, intensity may differ from location to location. See: U.S. Geological Survey, “The Severity of an Earthquake,”
p. 2 (U.S. Government Printing Office: 20002(5752347); and Charles Scawthorn, “Earthquakes: Seismogenesis, Measurement, and Distribution,” p. 428
(chapter 4 in Wai2Fah Chen and Charles Scawthorn [eds.], Earthquake Engineering Handbook [Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2003]).
16 EIA(4), p. 2221.
17 See: Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards, sheets 56261.
18 EIA(4), pp. 1217 (Table 1.2), p. 2222 (Table 2.14); TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1 , Sec. 4.3.2.1, p. 42108 (“Evaluation of Seismic and Tectonic
Danger”) and Vol. 3, Book 9, Sec. 3.3.2, Item 1, p. 3211 (“Earthquakes, Landslide and Karstic phenomena”).
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would register 8 on this scale. But the more detailed mapping shown in SEIC’s Map of Geotechnical Zoning and
Hazards, referenced above, shows significantly a significantly higher earthquake intensity rating at many places
on the pipeline route. For example, analysis of the Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards reveals:
approximately 50 kilometers (more than 6% of the pipeline route) in the zone rated at “9” actually appears
to be at risk of an earthquake with intensity rated at “10” on the MSK264 scale;19
the seismic intensity rating for approximately 55 kilometers (an additional 6% of the pipeline route) shown in
the “8” zones of the pipeline route has actually been increased to “9;”20
the “9(2)” zone shown in Figure I229 extends further southeast than shown in Figure 1229, covering sec2
tions of the pipeline as far south as four kilometers north of the town of Argi2Pagi.21
6. Please indicate whether the SEIC intends to construct the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipelines to withstand the seis2
mic risks indicated by the Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards or those indicated by EIA(3) Figure 1229.
7. If SEIC has evaluated what changes in construction specifications (if any) would be necessary to provide
protection against a major earthquake in the portions of the pipeline route where the Map of Geotechnical
Zoning and Hazards indicates a seismic rating of 10, please provide that discussion, as well as sources of
information SEIC regards as relevant.

VI. SEIC’s Seismic Design Premise
According to Mr. Barnes’ letter of December 10, 2003, the seismic design premise for the Sakhalin2II pipelines
by D.J. Nyman & D.G. Honegger (February 2001) provides criteria for fault crossing for implementation by the
project’s design contractor. Also according to that letter, the design premise addresses “the major seismic haz2
ards that can affect pipelines including fault movement, liquefaction, landslides, seismic wave propagation and
ground shaking. The basis of the document with regard to fault crossing design is that pipelines are designed
to accept comparatively large strains in the case of permanent ground deformation (PGD).”
1. Please provide all reports Nyman and/or Honegger prepared for SEIC.22
2. Please identify and provide the field studies, reports on Sakhalin geotechnical hazards and fault listings on
which Nyman and Honegger relied to determine the design premises for the Sakhalin2II pipelines.
3. Please identify and provide theoretical calculations and/or reports on physical tests employed to verify the
appropriateness of the SEIC seismic design premise.
Mr. Barnes also states that specific construction criteria and techniques are similar to those used on the Baku2
Tbilisi2Ceyhan Pipeline, presently under construction in Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. According to a BTC publi2
cation, DJ Nyman & Associates has also been retained on the BTC project to design and evaluate fault crossings.23
5. Please identify the construction criteria and techniques used on the BTC project that will be applied to
the Sakhalin2II project.
6. Please provide any reports or field tests on which SEIC has relied to assure that geologic and construction
criteria developed for BTC are appropriate to the site2specific conditions anticipated on the Sakhalin project.
7. Because DJ Nyman & Associates has been retained on the BTC project to design and evaluate fault cross2
ings, please specify Mr. Nyman’s involvement in preparation of any of the materials provided in response to
questions VI.5. and VI.6., above.
19 In the Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards, areas along the pipeline route with “seismic intensity increment (increased) by 1 point” over the gen2
eral rating of 9(2) are indicated on sheets 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and possibly 13, 14, 17 and 24.
20 In the Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards, areas along the pipeline route with “seismic intensity increment (increased) by 1 point” over gener2
al area ratings of 8(2) or 8(3) are indicated on sheets 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, 50, 51, 54, 55, 56, 68, 72, 73, 74, 75, 79, 80 and 83.
21 Map of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards, sheets 23 and 25.
22 For example, TEO2C cites three reports by Nyman and Honegger at Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1, Sec. 4.4.1, p. 117.
23 BTC, “Dealing with Earthquakes,” in “Progress on the Baku2Tbilisi2Ceyhan Pipeline Project,” June 2003 (on2line at http://www.azer.com/aiweb/cate2
gories/magazine/ai112_folder/112_articles/112_btc.html).
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For additional background regarding the seismic design premises for Sakhalin2II pipelines, Mr. Barnes directed me
to the web site for the Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER).24 That center
conducts research on the vulnerability of pipelines to seismic effects and explores ways to deal with this prob2
lem. MCEER conducts research on seismic risks to pipelines and construction techniques to mitigate those risks.
However, using the search tool provided by MCEER at its web site, I found no entries for Sakhalin.
9. If MCEER researchers have evaluated the SEIC design premises and planned construction techniques, please
provide these documents.
10. If specific concepts or construction techniques developed or analyzed by MCEER being applied on Sakhalin2
II project, please provide that information, as well as the reports or field tests on which SEIC has relied to
assure the applicability of those concepts construction techniques to site2specific conditions anticipated on the
Sakhalin2II pipeline route.

VII. SEIC’s Risk Analysis of Pipeline Seismic Hazards
SEIC’s pipeline risk analysis “only considers risk to people in accordance with Russian requirements.”25 But the
SEIC pipelines will pass through remote areas, where human population is relatively sparse and dispersed. Even
in sparsely populated areas, an oil spill could cause significant environmental harm, as well as injury to salmon
and other fish and wildlife, with serious consequences to the people who depend on these resources to feed
their families, or for commercial livelihood.
1. How has SEIC assured that its seismic design and construction standards will mitigate earthquake risks to
salmon, other fish and wildlife and their habitat?
In response to my November 9, 2003 request for detailed information regarding site2specific analyses of seis2
mic risks, Mr. Barnes responded on December 10 that “each set of faults constitutes a specific section con2
sidered within the [SEIC risk] Analysis (refer to Tables 6.3 & 6.4 in TEO2C, Volume 3, Book 9).” These tables
appear to summarize SEIC’s analysis of the likelihood of line break resulting from all contingencies – risks that
include not only earthquakes, but also factors having nothing to do with earthquakes, such as lightning, corro2
sion, damage caused by third parties. While aggregate analysis of all risks reported in the summary tables
6.3 and 6.4 contains useful information for response planning purposes, this information does not indicate how
SEIC determined the site2specific seismic risks the SEIC pipelines will encounter, the strategies to mitigate those
risks or measures of their effectiveness.
2. Please provide information on the data SEIC used to determined seismic risk and hazards, including but
not limited to [a] description of the geological conditions, [b] geographic factors affecting these conditions, [c]
quantitative assumptions summarizing these conditions and factors, [d] mitigating strategies and [e] assumed
effectiveness of these strategies.
Sakhalin Environmental Watch has provided information from TEO2C regarding seismic conditions on Sakhalin and
dangers to the proposed Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipeline routes. This information does not appear to answer the
questions raised here. Nevertheless, these sections provide more detailed information on subjects that include
seismic characteristics of Sakhalin, evaluation of seismic factors, disjunctive tectonics, fault classifications, fault
zoning according to frequency, neo2tectonics and fault crossing methods.26
3. Please provide an English2language copy of TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1, Sections 4.2.2.3 through 4.4.5,
along with relevant appendices and referenced documents.
24 On2line at: http://mceer.buffalo.edu/default.asp.
25 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 2222; Barnes letter to R. Fineberg, Dec. 10, 2003, p. 1.
26 SEIC, TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1, Sections 4.2.2.3 through 4.4.5.
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VIII. Implementation of construction standards for earthquake hazard mitigation
In EIA(3), SEIC proposes that fault crossings “will be designed to accommodate the expected loads by choos2
ing a certain trench configuration and specifying selected loose granular backfill around the pipelines.”27 This
description differs from the more detailed description of fault crossings in the TEO2C itself, which indicates that
24 faults will be crossed as follows: 12 with standard trench with friable granulated backfill; 2 with standard
trench and sand; 7 with widened trenches with flat slopes; 3 with widened trenches, flat slopes and geotextile
facing.28 A third description of planned fault crossings is presented in EIA(4), in which SEIC states plans to use
sand at one seismic crossing and “foam with geotextile materials” at 23 other sites.29
1. Please provide information regarding the current plans for fault crossings, along with discussion of factors
leading to these design decisions, including (but not limited to) any changes in SEIC’s seismic risk assess2
ment and/or seismic design premises.
2. Please indicate whether SEIC intends to apply special seismic construction techniques to fault crossings
other than the list of 22 fault crossings identified as “active” in Mr. Barnes’ letter of December 10, 2003.
According to EIA(3), “[t]he pipelines will have varying wall thickness based on safety classifications. In gen2
eral pipe wall thickness is increased at river, road and railway crossings, near to settlements and facilities and
at seismic fault crossings.”30
3. Please indicate (a) the locations with thicker pipe, (b) the methodology by which those locations were (or
will be) determined and (c) the locations at which pipe thickness varies from the thickness assumed in risk
analysis calculations.
The pipeline route passes Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk at a distance between 0.45 and 4.5 km. In this 322kilometer
stretch, the route crosses five active faults. According to EIA(4), “steps must be taken to further reduce the
risks to people within this area . . . this is to be carried out at the next stage of engineering design.”31
4. Please indicate whether SEIC intends to apply special seismic construction techniques, including but not
limited to thicker pipe, foam and geotextile block backfill, to the faults near Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk or other
sites on the pipeline route.
5. Please indicate whether SEIC intends to apply special seismic construction techniques to sections of the
pipeline near but not on a fault that may be subject to seismic effects, including liquefaction, mudflows, land2
slides avalanches in the event of an earthquake.
During construction of the Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS), field changes to approved plans were fre2
quently necessary to deal with unexpected circumstances.32 In light of the complexity of the geology on
Sakhalin,33 the Sakhalin2II onshore pipelines construction teams are liable to encounter unanticipated conditions
that will require field modifications to design plans.
6. Please describe the process by which decisions on possible field changes to construction plans resulting
from subsequent analysis or unexpected conditions encountered during construction will be made, validated,
implemented and monitored.
While discussing the subject of seismic hazard mitigation I would like to offer two additional comments:
As you may recall, at our meeting in Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk, Mr. Robinson of SEIC expressed the opinion, based
on his experience in Alaska, that the fault crossings on the Trans2Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) were placed
27 EIA(3), Chapter 3, p. 3243.
28 TEO2C, Vol. 3, Book 8, Part 2.1, Section 4.4.1, pp. 1172118.
29 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 2222 (Table 1.13).
30 EIA(3), Chapter 3, p. 3219.
31 EIA(4), Vol. 4, p. 2225.
32 Robert Douglas Mead, Journeys Down the Line: Building the Trans2Alaska Pipeline (NY: Doubleday, 1978), pp. 2282229 and 2832284.
33 SEIC, “Design Concepts of Building or Structures in Regions with High Seismicity in Combination with Other Adverse Loads,” May 2002 (DC 10002
S2902012S21506200), p. 10.
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above ground due to permafrost – not seismic – considerations.34 Review of relevant documents and discus2
sion with seismic specialists on TAPS indicates that the three TAPS fault crossings were in fact built above
ground in order to avoid potential damage to the pipe from seismic effects.35
It is not necessary to take a position on whether a pipeline should be buried or above ground to recognize
that above ground mode would permit easier access, thereby improving operating control over of a range of
functions that include leak detection and supervisory systems, valve operation and corrosion maintenance. Two
reports from the November 3, 2002 earthquake on the Denali Fault in central Alaska will underscore this point:
(1) After the quake, TAPS continued to operate for more than an hour instead of shutting down, raising signif2
icant questions about the emergency shutdown system. (2) After the quake, workers had to dig up a buried
mainline valve near the fault to ensure that it had not been damaged and was not leaking.36
The conclusions one can draw from the Denali Fault earthquake can be debated. What is not in dispute is
the fact that TAPS – above ground at the fault Denali Fault crossing – absorbed major impact from the
November 2002 quake without a spill. In any event, in Alaska and on Sakhalin consideration of seismic issues
clearly demonstrates the importance of establishing accurate factual bases for informed decisions. I believe the
seismic issues raised by the questions in this letter are paramount to assuring the safety of the Sakhalin2II Phase
2 pipeline system. Therefore, in the interest of obtaining relevant information on seismic issues in a timely man2
ner I will not discuss questions about other aspects of the pipeline portion of the project at this time.
In closing, I want to thank you for the information you and Mr. Barnes have provided to date. The mate2
rials I have reviewed have enabled me to gain a much better understanding of the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 project.
At the same time, without clear, consistent and comprehensive summary information on important subjects such
as the assessment and mitigation of seismic conditions, it is difficult to regard the manner in which SEIC is pro2
ceeding with confidence. For this reason, I look forward to your prompt response to these questions.
With best wishes for the New Year, I am
Sincerely,
Richard A. Fineberg
Cc:

Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Dmitry Lisitsyn, Sakhalin Environmental Watch
Vassily Spiridonov, WWF – Ru
Naomi Kanzen, Friends of the Earth Japan
David K. Gordon, Pacific Environment
Doug Norlen, Pacific Environment
Misha Jones

34 Approximately 420 miles (675 kilometers) of the 8002mile (12902kilometer) pipeline was elevated to isolate the hot2oil pipeline from permafrost that
might become unstable if thawed. At issue here is whether three fault crossings – totaling less than two kilometers — were elevated for the same
reason, or due to seismic considerations.
35 See, for example, the TAPS design basis, which states that “[a]t the Denali Fault crossing, the pipeline is supported above the ground surface on
beams in gravel berms in order to accommodate the anticipated large ground movements and to prevent excessive pipeline strains” (Alyeska Pipeline
Service Company, Design Basis Update DB2180, June 18 2002 [4th ed., Rev. 2], p. 1226).
36 Diana Campbell, “How oil pipeline officials handled the ‘big one’ of 2002,” Fairbanks Daily News2Miner, Nov. 20, 2002, p. A1.
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Appendix C. Letter from Julian Barnes (SEIC) to Richard A. Fineberg (Research
Associates), Jan. 26, 2004 (with Research Associates comment)
Sakhalin Energy Investment Company LTD.
35 Dzerzhinskogo st., Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk, 693020 Russia
(Copmpany emlem and phone numbers deleted)
26 January 2004
Ref. # 08208
Mr. Richard A. Fineberg
P.O. Box 416 Ester, Alaska 99725

Dear Mr Fineberg,
Thank you for your recent correspondence regarding the pipeline development. In March 2004 Sakhalin
Energy will be releasing an addendum to its Environmental Impact Assessment which will address in further detail
issues such as seismic design and pipeline crossings. In advance of this document being made publicly avail2
able we have addressed your questions contained in your letter. In connection with a number of points raised
in your letter with respect seismic matters it should generally be assumed that EIA (4) is the lead document
and supercede previous documentation on this subject.

I. Missing fault crossings and seismic zone information
1) A copy of the map has been attached in Appendix Two.
2) Please see map supplied above.

II. Reported ground movement faults
1) These general statements in the EIA are provided as background information. Sakhalin Energy has had
specific reports commissioned by DJ Nyman where the important specific engineering numbers relevant to the
faults being crossed are contained. Further information on this point will be available in the EIA Addendum.
2) Sakhalin Energy has used the regional movements as background information only; as such they have not
played a principal role in the development of pipeline design with respect to seismic design. Other factors, such
as the type of each fault crossed and the projected movements specific to each fault, have instead played a
more critical role in the development of the pipeline design.

III. Definition of active and inactive faults
1) In development of the pipeline with respect to seismic conditions Sakhalin Energy has drawn heavily
from local experts from the RSIS and in particular Dr Alexei Ivaschenko from the Institute of Marine Geology
and Geophysics, who is a consultant to the RSIS. Dr Ivaschenko is a resident on the island and an expert
in local geological and seismic conditions. This work formed part of the wider design work conducted by
Sakhalin Energy, including the commissioning of DJ Nyman who has played a principal role in the design
development for the pipelines.
2) All of the potential hazards listed here have been recognized and will be designed against in detail design
phase of the pipeline. Briefly, liquefaction uses buoyancy control, for landslides and mudflows by optimized rout2
ing and stabilization measures and for avalanches via appropriate burial depth.
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IV. Identification of fault crossings
1) The number of pipeline fault crossings is 22. The figure from EIA (3) has been superceded by subse2
quent re2routings. The original figure was 24 but this was reduced to by two fault crossings in 2002, and the
Big Southern Nysh by2pass avoids an additional fault. The Imchinsky is new to the original list to due to its
presence on a re2route leading to a total of 22. The activity of the Imchinsky fault is being investigated and
may well prove to be inactive. A re2route to avoid fault #9 may reduce the total to 21. Please see Table of
Fault Crossings, Appendix One and Maps Appendix Two.
2) The construction follows the design standards which meet international and Russian standards. The Map
of Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards was a step along the way in the process towards identifying faults and
ensuring that pipeline design takes their presence into account.

V. Determination of zones of seismic risk on Sakhalin
1) In the case of conflict between EIA (3) and EIA (4) on the same subject please refer to EIA (4) as this
was prepared later than EIA (3) and is the latest version which takes into account changes made up until a
later stage in project development.
2) The Russian Standard SniP II2728122000 was used as the basis for the seismic zoning depicted in EIA (#)
Figure 1229. Please note that the TEO2C referenced a 1995 version.
3) The differences are the result of a refinement of the seismic environment as the development of the
project proceeded.
4) The seismic rating in EIA (4) refers to an intensity scale.
The route selected through Makarov is the most favourable for the conditions in that section of the route.
5) See response to item 5).
6) Design has moved on to EIA (4) and Nyman’s recommendations with respect to construction of the pipeline.
Both references in your question were steps along the way in designing the pipeline.
7) See response to item 7).

SEIC’s seismic design premise
1) These reports will be forwarded to you in due course. The reports to be made available are the design
premise, liquefaction, landslides and fault crossings.
2) See response to item 1)
3 )The purpose of the premise is to set out how the design will be carried out and does not include calculations.
4) The BTC reference is number 23. Extracted from Ref 23 “These mitigation measures could include reduc2
ing the pipeline/fault2crossing angle to help promote tension and reduce compression in the pipe. Special mate2
rial properties can also be designated for pipe that is used in fault2crossing areas. Where the fault / pipeline
alignment results in a degree of lateral pipe/soil movement, a trapezoidal trench design will be used to reduce
soil resistance either side of the pipe to allow it to move more freely2an essential measure if large ground move2
ments are to be absorbed safely.
Another possible mitigation measure is the use of granular material for backfill and, in some cases, the inclu2
sion of a geo2textile membrane to enhance the mobility of the pipe/trench material. A maximum trench depth
is usually specified which must not be reduced by vehicular traffic. Other preventative measures include avoid2
ing sharp changes in direction within the fault zone.”
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All of these are considered in SEIC designs as appropriate to the particular fault. All fault crossing angles
have been optimized.
5) See below item:
6) Copies of all Nyman’s reports (listed below) will be supplied in due course. No specific comparisons have
been made with BTC however the principles used to design both projects are the same.
Evaluation of Fault Crossings Sakhalin Pipeline 2 D.J. Nyman and D.G.Honegger, December 2000
2 Doc.No: 10002S2002Z2T200832002P1 2 in file: 1 hardcopy
Seismic Design Premise for Sakhalin Pipeline 2 D.J. Nyman and D.G.Honegger, February 2001
2 Doc.No: 56002S2362552T266692002AFU 2 in file: 1 hardcopy
7) MCEER has not been involved in the evaluation of the design premises and planned construction techniques,
this reference was provided to you for background information purposes only with respect to seismic issues.
8) Please see response in item 7)

VII. SEIC’s Risk analysis of pipeline seismic hazards
1) The design is based on no rupture for the specified loads.
2) Please see response to item 1)
3) Copy to be forwarded in due course.

VIII. Implementation of construction standards for earthquake hazard mitigation
1) Detailed design in currently underway for the pipeline. The risk assessment and design premises remain
unchanged.
2) The pipeline construction will apply the special seismic construction techniques to the 22 active faults.
Inactive faults do not require special construction techniques.
3) The locations of the thicker pipeline will be supplied to the contractor on alignment sheets, which provide
in depth detail of the type of pipe to be used, where etc. The methodology for choosing which location will
have thicker pipe is as referenced in your question “at river, road and railway crossings, near to settlements
and facilities and at seismic fault crossings”.
4) The following special seismic techniques will be used as appropriate:
Trapezoidal trench design, use of granular material for backfill, inclusion of a geo2textile membrane to enhance
the mobility of the pipe/trench material, placement of heat2insulating material over the trench to prevent soil
freezing, drainage system installation to prevent water accumulation in the trench and subsequent freezing.
Listed techniques will be specified for the particular fault crossing during detail design.
5) These will be taken into account in detailed design as previously stated.
6) Sakhalin Energy has performed significant engineering survey work. Prior to the Alignment Sheets prepa2
ration, additional survey work will be conducted to verify proposed design solutions. The additional surveys will
minimize the need for changes during the course of construction.
In accordance with the Russian requirements all changes from the design solutions shall be agreed and
approved by the Design Contractor prior construction commencement. Significant design changes of the Project
will require the Russian Supervisory Authorities approval.
Representatives from the Company, Engineering Contractor, Third Party Inspection and various Russian
Supervisory Authorities will control the compliance of the construction with the design solutions.
With respect to your comments regarding the Denali Fault area, in the first instance TAPS is above ground due
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to permafrost, this is illustrated in the photo attached by the presence of heat exchangers on the top of the pile
supports in the foreground. See Appendix Three. Outside of the permafrost area TAPS is largely below ground.
Sakhalin Energy believes that the burying of the pipeline is the safest manner in which to build the pipeline
on Sakhalin Island for a variety of reason, including security.
The Sakhalin Energy pipeline differs from TAPs because we do not have permafrost to consider.
We hope that this addresses the questions raised in your letter and will ensure that the EIA Addendum is made
available to you as soon as possible to further assist you with your work.
Yours sincerely,
Julian Barnes

External Affairs Manager
CC:

Mr. Dmitry Lisitsyn, Sakhalin Environmental Watch
Mr. Vasily Spiridonov, WWF – Ru
Ms. Naomi Kanzen, Friends of the Earth Japan
Mr. David K. Gordon, Pacific Environment
Mr. Doug Norlen, Pacific Environment
Mr. Misha Jones
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Appendix C. Onshore Pipeline Fault Crossings

Figure C.1 Onshore Pipeline Fault Crossings
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Appendix C. Map of Fault Findings
Figure C.2
Map of Fault Findings

Richard A. Fineberg
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Appendix C. Untitled Photo of TAPS Denali Fault Crossing

Figure C.3 Untitled Photo of TAPS Denali Fault Crossing

Heat exchangers
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Research Associates' Response to Appendix Three to Julian Barnes' Letter
Re: TAPS Denali Fault Crossing
In his letter of January 26, 2004 (p. 4, above), Julian Barnes of SEIC asserts that, "regarding the Denali Fault
area, in the first instance TAPS is above ground due to permafrost, this is illustrated in the photo attached by the
presence of heat exchangers on the top of the pile supports in the foreground. See Appendix Three."
That
appendix is the photograph of TAPS on the preceding page, which shows TAPS descending a hill to cross the
seismically active Denali Fault on long beams that can accommodate the potential large ground movements of an
earthquake (the crossing itself is also shown in Figure VII.2). In the foreground, two vertical support structures
(similar to those shown in Figure VII.1) can be seen; in the distance, at the end of the fault zone (approximate2
ly 1,900 feet [0.6 km] to the south), the unique fault crossing beams end and the pipeline returns to normal ver2
tical supports.
On TAPS, vertical support structures like those at both ends of the Denali Fault carry TAPS for approximately
420 miles of its 8002mile length. ATAPS manual describes the function of the elevated pipe supports as fol2
lows: "The pipeline is constructed aboveground in areas where heat from a buried pipeline might melt the per2
mafrost and create soil stability problems. . . . To prevent thawing around the vertical support members, ther2
mal devices (heat pipes) are installed inside many of the vertical supports."1 Approximately 30,500 of the 39,000
elevated support structures on the TAPS line have heat exchangers.2 In other words, it is the support struc2
ture itself 2 not the heat exchangers identified by SEIC 2 that indicate the presence of permafrost.
But the photograph fails to prove Mr. Barnes' point for another reason: permafrost on most of the TAPS
route is discontinuous; that is to say, it suddenly starts and stops.3 That's why TAPS pops up, then goes back
underground again literally hundreds of times on its 8002mile (12902km) journey across Alaska. A closer read2
ing of TAPS documents confirms that the SEIC photograph captures one of those transitions. According to a
company geotechnical assessment of the pipeline route, at the Denali Fault it was not necessary to elevate
TAPS to avoid permafrost; rather, "[a]n elevated support system . . . was chosen for this segment, rather than
the otherwise equally suitable conventional burial mode, in order to provide more flexibility for the pipe to
accommodate possible ground motion on the Denali Fault."4
In sum, the SEIC photo and comments are irrelevant to the discussion of the reasons that TAPS is elevat2
ed at the Denali Fault crossing because the vertical supports in the photograph lie outside the 1,900' Denali
Fault crossing zone.5
Confusion about the TAPS Denali Fault crossing demonstrates the importance of basing conclusions about
pipeline design and construction on accurate, site2specific considerations.6

1 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., Trans Alaska Pipeline System Description Manual (Document No. SD226; revised June 1977), pp. 322 2 323.
2 Alyska Pipeline Service Co., Trans Alaska Pipeline System FACTS, 2003, pp. 83284.
3 FACTS, p. 87.
4 Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., "ETSCAD [Environmental and Technical Stipulation Compliance Assessment Document] Mode Justification," May 17, 1977,
Alignment Sheet 37.
5 Although the piling location numbers stencilled onto each vertical support are not visible in the photograph SEIC provided, from the topography and
the visible pipeline structures, it is clear that the vertical support structures in this photograph are the second and third supports south of Anchor No.
3107921 on TAPS Alignment Sheet no.105 (author's identification, based on on2site inspection and photographs).
6 Parenthetically, it should be noted that the detailed information necessary to such decisions requires a clear numbering system for identifying spe2
cific locations on the pipeline route. As discussed in Section VI.5(c), above, the Sakhalin2II Phase 2 pipeline route lacks this kind of numbering system.
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Appendix D. SEIC's Map of Geotechnical Zoning, Including An Assessment of
Geological and Geotechnical Hazards

Inactive Faults
On this 852sheet map of the pipeline route, completed in 2002, the faults identified by SEIC as active are
shown in red; the 33 additional fault crossing marking are in blue. The latter fault crossings, with their approx2
imately location by SEIC kilometer post ("KP") and map sheet number ("sh.") are: Garomaysky Fault (upthrust 2
shift), KP 39 (sh. 5); Tymsky Fault (thrust), KP 122.5 (Sh. 13); Zmeinogorsky Fault, KP 65.6 (sh. 30); Zmeinogorsky
Fault (thrust), KP 67.9 (sh. 30); Zmeinogorsky Fault (thrust), KP 73.9 (sh. 31); Zmeinogorsky Fault (thrust), KP
74.8 (sh. 31); unnamed thrust fault, KP 102.5 (sh. 33); Novaya2Vostok Fault, KP 294.7 (sh. 53); unnamed fault,
KP 339.9 (sh. 58); unnamed fault (upthrow), KP 341.1 (sh. 59); Zaradnotrosksky Fault (upthrow), KP 349.1 (sh.
60); unnamed fault at Berzhny Cr., KP 371.43 (sh. 61); fault (shift), KP 374.5 (sh. 62); fault (shift), KP 379.4
(sh. 62); Central Sakhalin fault (fragment), KP 387.5 (sh. 63); unnamed fault, KP 431.0 (sh. 67); Arcentevsky Fault,
KP 435.1 (sh. 67); Sezzro2Mylvsky Fault, KP 440.5 (sh. 67); fault, KP 441.2 (sh. 68); unnamed fault, KP 460.8
(sh. 69); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 466.4 (sh. 70); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 467.6 (sh. 70); Kyrzhnensky fault,
KP 478.9 (sh. 71); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 483.0 (sh. 71); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 485.7 (sh. 72); Pokrovsky
Overthrust, KP 486.0 (sh. 72); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 492.0 (sh. 72); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 497.0 (sh. 73);
Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 503.0 (sh. 73); Pokrovsky Overthrust, KP 509.0 (sh. 74); Zapadnokhrutschevsky Fault,
KP 594 (sh. 83); Shugochny Fault, KP 595.6 (sh. 83); and Mereysky Fault, KP 596.8 (sh. 83).
This list excludes all ambiguous markings possibly associated with faulting, as well as the Aprolovsky fault cross2
ings at KP 539.4 (sh. 77) and 543.2 (sh. 78), which appear to be the two faults avoided by recent re2routes.

Increased Seismicity
These maps also identify specific areas of increased seismicity, indicating that a major earthquake is liable
to have effects one point higher on the MSK scale than the general area rating. Sheets on which the pipeline
route traverses an area with a seismicity rating of 10 instead of 9 (all on the northern leg of the pipeline route)
are: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 17 (approximate total = 47.1 kilometers). Sheets on which
the pipeline route traverses an area with a seismicity rating of 9 instead of 9 are: 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 36,
37, 40, 41, 44, 50, 51, 54, 55, 56, 68, 72, 73, 74, 75, 79, 80 and 83 (approximate total = 58.5 kilometers).
Source: SEIC, Map of Geotechnical Zoning, Including An Assessment of Geological and Geotechnical Hazards (Environmental Centre
IFPA, Moscow, 2002).

Analysis by Research Associates, Ester, Alaska.
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Appendix E. SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map
Figure E.1 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map

Richard A. Fineberg
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Figure E.2 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map
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Figure E.3 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map

Richard A. Fineberg
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Figure E.4 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map
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Figure E.5 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map

Richard A. Fineberg
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Figure E.6 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map
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Figure E.7 SEIC Geotechnical Zoning and Hazards Map

Initiative for Social Action and Renewal in Eurasia (ISAR)'s mission is to strengthen the
ability of citizens and social change organizations in Eurasia and their colleagues in the US to
influence decision2making, advance social justice and promote environmentally sound steward2
ship of the Earth and its resources.
ISAR
1601 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 301, Washington, DC 20009
tel: 202238723034, fax: 202266723291, http://www.isar.org,

Pacific Environment protects the living environment of the Pacific Rim by strengthening democ2
racy, supporting grassroots activism, empowering communities, and redefining international policies.
311 California, Suite 650, San Francisco, CA 94104, USA
tel: 415/399.8850, fax: 415/399.8860, info@pacificenvironment.org

Friends of the Earth Japan is an international NGO which deal with environmental problems at
the global level. As a member of Friends of the Earth International, we have worked in Japan
since 1980. FoEJ tackles problems such as global warming, deforestation, and development
aid to the Third World.
Our ultimate goal is to create a world in which all people may live peacefully and equitably.
While generously supporting international finance institutions (IFIs), Japan provides huge amount
of bilateral official development finance through the Japan Bank of International Cooperation
(JBIC), the world largest financial source. Development Finance and Environment Program at
FOEJ is working to improve the funding policies of the JBIC and other IFIs and advocates for
greater transparency and accountability in development finance.
Friends of the Earth Japan
321722422F Mejiro Toshima2ku, Tokyo 17120031
Tel.:+81232395121081, Fax:+81232395121084, info@foejapan.org

"Sakhalin Environment Watch" is an independent non2political nongovernment organization,
whose goal is protection of the natural ecosystems of Sakhalin Region. SEW was created in 1995
as unformal group of citizens and in 1997 it was officially registered. The SEW's main goals are:
protection of environment and defence of nature of Sakhalin Region; conducting
o f
public environment control; defence of ecological rights and law's interests of citizens; organi2
zation and realization of public environment expertiza (review).
The main directions of SEW's activity are:
— to preserve the forests of Sakhalin Region;
— to increase the ecological security of Sakhalin's off2shore oil and gas projects.
Office 301, 27a, Kommunisticheskiy st., Yuzhno2Sakhalinsk, 693007 Russia,
tel/fax +7 4242 747518, 747519, watch@dsc.ru , www.sakhalin.environment.ru

WWF is one of the world's largest and most experienced independent conservation organiza2
tions, with almost 5 million supporters and a global network active in more than 90 countries.
WWF's mission is to stop the degradation of the planet's natural environment and to build a
future in which humans live in a harmony with nature, by:
— conserving the world's biological diversity
— ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is sustainable
— promoting the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption.
WWF Russia
19, bld.3 Nikoloyamskaya St.,
109240 Moscow, Russia
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